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II.

PUD Disclaimer, Zoning Ordinance Applicability and
Amendments

A. Planned Unit Development Disclaimer
The Planned Unit Development (“PUD”) has been prepared pursuant to Section
671 of the Phoenix Zoning Ordinance and is intended to be a stand alone set of
zoning regulations for a development. Provisions not specifically regulated by
the PUD are governed by the city of Phoenix Zoning Ordinance. The PUD
includes background information to help illustrate the intent of the
development. The purpose and intent statements are not requirements that
will be enforced by the City. The PUD only modifies Zoning Ordinance
regulations to fit the unique character of the development, site characteristics
and location. The PUD does not modify other City Codes or requirements.
Additional public hearings may be necessary, such as, but not limited to, use
permits, right-of-way abandonments, etc.
B. Zoning Ordinance Applicability
This PUD provides regulatory zoning provisions designed to guide the
implementation of the overall development plan and specific site plans for
particular developments through the City of Phoenix development review and
permit process. The provisions provided within this PUD shall apply to all
property within the PUD development boundary. It is the intent of this PUD to
establish the permitted uses, identify prohibited uses, create development
standards, and modify various provisions of the Phoenix Zoning Ordinance that
will govern this development. In the event of a conflict between a use, a
development standard, or a described development procedure between the
Phoenix Zoning Ordinance and the PUD, the PUD shall prevail. Similarly, where
the PUD narrative is silent on a requirement, the applicable Zoning Ordinance
provision shall control.
C. Amendments
Amendments to the Alta Dove Valley PUD shall be regulated by Section 671.E
of the Phoenix Zoning Ordinance.
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III. ALTA DOVE VALLEY PUD
A. PURPOSE AND INTENT
1. DEVELOPMENT OVERVIEW & GOALS
Wood Partners is the proposed developer of an approximately 7.5 gross
acre vacant and challenging property located west of the southwest corner
of Dove Valley Road and North Valley Parkway (“Site”). A Vicinity Map and
Regional and local Aerials of the Site are provided at Exhibits 1 and 2,
respectfully. Wood Partners intends to develop the Site with much-needed
high quality multifamily housing for the area’s workers and employees of
the forthcoming semi-conductor facility along I-17.
The multifamily
development will be named Alta Dove Valley. The purpose of this “Alta
Dove Valley” Planned Unit Development (“PUD”) is to provide standards to
guide the development of this important and unutilized Site into a state of
the art residential development at this site. The Site is located less than a
mile east of the I-17 Freeway within the North Gateway Village Core and
the North Black Canyon Corridor. The North Gateway Village Core Plan and
North Black Canyon Corridor Overlay District (Section 654 of the Zoning
Ordinance) are provided at Appendices “A” and “B”, respectfully. A legal
description of the Site is provided at Appendix “C.”
2. OVERALL DESIGN CONCEPT
Alta Dove Valley will be a state of the art residential development offering
high-quality housing for area residents and members of the workforce. The
approximately 400-unit multifamily community will be constructed as a
single building wrapped around a parking structure and internal courtyards.
A Conceptual Site Plan, First Floor Plan, Second-Fourth Floor Plan and
Garage Floor Plan are provided at Exhibits 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectfully.
This “wrapped” design is one of the “creative solutions to isolating and
concealing vast amounts of parking” encouraged by the North Gateway
Village Core Plan (the “Core Plan”). See Page 32 of Appendix “A”.

B. LAND USE PLAN
This PUD consists of three parcels totaling approximately 7.5 gross acres. The
proposed development will incorporate a visually intriguing and desert
compatible building with approximately 400 multifamily units. The community
will incorporate internal courtyards and green space with desert-appropriate
vegetation throughout the Site. A Conceptual Landscape Plan is provided at
Exhibit 7. The proposed multifamily development is compatible with the
area’s existing development, including a Fry’s shopping center north of Dove
Valley Road, Honor Health’s Hospital/Medical Campus at I-17 Freeway and
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Dove Valley Road, Gore manufacturing facility to the south, and future
Taiwanese semiconductor facility west of the I-17 Freeway.

C. GENERAL PLAN CONFORMANCE
The proposed development furthers the goals of the City of Phoenix General
Plan, as well as the Core Plan. The General Plan seeks to promote appropriate
growth and development throughout Phoenix. The Core Plan seeks to create
an exciting place to live, work, shop and play. See Page 2 of Appendix “A”.
To achieve that end, the Core Plan recognizes the Core must “develop using
market conditions and the goals of the North Gateway Village Core Plan.” See
Page 10 of Appendix “A”. This includes “diversified residential areas” within
the North Black Canyon Corridor and Village Core. See Appendix “B”. This
supports the need for residential communities that provide a variety of housing
choices within the Core. Particularly, “high density residential development is
encouraged.” The proposed multifamily community promotes the following
goals and core values:
General Plan Core Values:
•

•
•

Connect People & Places; Cores, Centers & Corridors; Codes: Support
healthy urban villages, with a balanced mix of housing, employment
opportunities and services as a principal means to reduce vehicle trip
length and associated emissions.
Celebrate Our Diverse Communities & Neighborhoods; Diverse
Neighborhoods; Goal: A diverse range of housing choices, densities, and
prices in each village should be encouraged.
Celebrate Our Diverse Communities & Neighborhoods; Diverse
Neighborhoods; Land Use: Include a mix of housing types and densities
where appropriate within each village that support a broad range of
lifestyles.

Prior General Plan Goals Listed by North Gateway Village Core Plan:
•
•

•
•

Growth Area Element. Goal 1; Growth: Maintain a high quality of life
and economically healthy community.
Land Use Element. Goal 2; Employment and Population Balance:
Development of each Village’s potential should be encouraged by
distributing a diversity of employment and housing in a way that
achieves a balanced citywide plan and that is consistent with commute
travel patterns and the current character of each developed village.
Housing Element. Goal 2; Housing Choice: A diverse choice of housing
should be provided in all villages of the city to meet the needs of all
households.
Neighborhood Element. Goal 1; New Neighborhood Design: All
neighborhoods should be designed to be safe, well maintained,
pedestrian oriented, desirable places to live.
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North Gateway Village Core Plan Goals:
•

Goal 3 – Economic/Employment Opportunities; Policy B: Create a
balance of quality employment and residential options to provide
residents with an opportunity to live and work in the same or adjacent
villages.

As is discussed at page 18 of the North Gateway Village Core Plan, “While retail is
perhaps the most visible use in these projects, and requires considerable attention,
housing is the essential ingredient that makes these projects successful. When
people live within a core area, they take part in the life of the plan simply by carrying
out their daily routines. The comings and goings of residents, office workers,
moviegoers, diners, and shoppers, all contribute to the round-the clock rhythm of a
mixed use project.
Housing is a key component that supports mixed-use
development.”
Consistent with the Core Plan, Wood Partners’ addition of approximately 400 high
quality DUs will also support existing and future restaurants, retail, and service
providers in the area, as well as meet future employment demands of the Taiwanese
semiconductor facility and additional future employment facilities in the area.

D. LAND USES
This PUD permits a multifamily development with amenities and accessory
uses. Such permitted amenities and accessory uses include, for example,
leasing/management office, fitness center, pool, clubroom, business center,
gathering spaces and other residential amenities. Subject to applicable liquor
laws, the onsite sale and onsite consumption of alcohol by residents and guests
will be permitted as an accessory use. 1 The onsite preparation of food for
residents and guests by professional chefs and/or food handlers will also be
permitted as an accessory use.

E. DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
Except where modified below, this PUD will comply with the R-5 District’s
Development Standards and Guidelines, as well as the parking standards
outlined in Section 702 and the landscaping standards outlined in Section 703
of the Zoning Ordinance and the North Black Canyon Corridor Overlay.

1

Access to this secure development will be limited to residents and their guests.
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Maximum Density and number of
dwelling units

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

Minimum Building Setbacks

53 du/acre

400 units
Front (Dove Valley): 30’
Rear (Commitment Way): 10’ (measured from future ROW of
Commitment Way)
West Side: 30’

Maximum Building Height

East Side: 50’
MF: 48’ (4 stories)

Garage: 60’ (5 or 6 stories)
52%
Courtyards = 14% (min.) of net area
PARKING STANDARDS
Minimum number of loading bays
22
LANDSCAPE PLANTING STANDARDS
Streetscape – Adjacent to Dove Valley 75% 2” caliper minimum trees planted at 25’-0” on center (+/Road (North Side of Site)
20 trees), except for within driveways and sidewalks, five 5gallon drought-resistant shrubs for each tree and minimum
50% of living ground-cover, and 75% shade at maturity.
Maximum Lot coverage
Common areas

Perimeter Property Lines (North, East
and West Property Line)

Plant Palette

Trees shall vary in maturity, but at least seventy-five percent
shall be a minimum of two-inch caliper in size or a multitrunked equivalent. If a shortage of required species of trees
is documented, the use of other trees from the approved
plant list will be used.
2" Caliper Trees planted 25' O.C. or in equivalent groupings,
except for within driveways or sidewalks.
Five 5-Gallon Drought Resistant Shrubs per Tree.
Any open area not improved or hardscaped shall include
landscaping materials at a minimum of 50% living
Groundcover.
All plant materials shall consist of those listed on the Phoenix
low-water use plant list, and shall be consistent with the North
Black Canyon Overlay District landscape design theme per
Appendix A: Approved Plant Species List

Wood Partners’ property management and residential services team strategically plans out new resident moveins, which are all on an appointment basis, so there is not an abundance of moving trucks and/or elevator capacity
issues. Additionally, Wood Partners has developed multiple developments in Metro Phoenix, finding two loading
bays sufficient.

2
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F. DESIGN GUIDELINES
Alta Dove Valley will conform with and enhance the requirements of Section
507 TAB A and the North Black Canyon Corridor Overlay District. In doing so,
this development will provide a wide spectrum of high-quality amenities for its
residents, including a large and hotel quality lobby, clubroom, full kitchen for
residents to meet and socialize and well-equipped fitness room. There will be
two generous courtyards that residents can access that will include a resort
style swimming pool, spa, cabanas and BBQ’s and numerous areas to relax
and enjoy the amenities.
Alta Dove Valley’s architectural character will complement the desert and
Village Core by utilizing visually appealing architectural details and high-quality
materials, such as decorative textured brick and refined smooth stucco. A
Rendering provided as a not site-specific illustrative example that generally
portrays architectural form/articulation and currently anticipated materials,
and Conceptual Building Elevations are provided at Exhibit 8. Additionally,
these materials will create an upscale feel complementing the building’s
residential design and exhibiting quality and durability. A Colors and Materials
Board is provided at Exhibit 9. 3 There will be multiple colors of brick and
stucco used to add to the overall variety along with a stepped façade and
parapet or roof line to create a distinct and thoughtful composition. The
development will create a diverse façade with detailing such as textural
changes, pilasters, offsets, recesses, balconies, window fenestration and
overhead canopies. There will be multiple cornice types that range in height
and elevation and all windows shall have a decorative head and sill. Moreover,
all visible sides of the building will have the same treatments/detailing to
create 4-sided architecture.

G. SIGNS
Signage within the PUD shall adhere to the regulations established in Zoning
Ordinance Section 705.

H. SUSTAINABILITY
The proposed development will incorporate various design and building
features to increase its sustainability. The development will meet many of the
National Green Building Standards. For example, the Site will be landscaped
with native or regionally appropriate plants and will provide shade to the
surface area of the light-colored hardscape. The building will utilize sustainable
lighting products, such as recessed lighting, motion sensor lights and highefficacy lighting. The builders will also incorporate various materials to
facilitate energy efficient water use including, drip irrigation and water closets
using 1.28 gallons per flush or less. ENERGY STAR materials will be used, as
3

The color palette will be updated if/as needed to portray “rich desert tones.”
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applicable.
Moreover, the development will be designed to encourage
pedestrian and bicycle activity.

I. INFRASTRUCTURE
Water line:
The proposed development will connect to the water main currently under
construction in Commitment Way from North Valley Parkway to the east
property line of this Site. There will be a master meter installed near the south
property line of the Site. The water lines will be private lines onsite once they
pass the water meter.
Sewer Line:
The proposed development will connect to the sewer main currently under
construction in Commitment Way from North Valley Parkway to the east
property line of this Site. Due to the slope of the existing ground, this is the
best option to enable a gravity sewer line to the south side of the Site without
use of additional pumps or lift stations. The onsite sewer lines will be private
lines until they reach the sewer main.
Water & Sewer Capacity:
There are no known current issues with water or sewer capacity available to
serve this Site.
Fireline:
There will be a separate fire line to serve this Site. This new fire line will connect
to the water main planned to be constructed in Commitment Way. The onsite
fire lines will be private fire lines.
Drainage Conveyance:
There is an existing drainage swale that runs through the Site from north to
south. The drainage from the north enters the property from a culvert which
runs under Dove Valley Road. The drainage swale will be redirected via open
channel ditch along the east property line of the Site. From this channel it will
flow south to the southeast corner of the property, then west to the point
where it will cross under Commitment Way and flow into the existing drainage
swale.
Onsite Drainage Retention:
Onsite retention requirements will be handled with retention basins design
primarily within the landscape areas. Underground retention systems may be
utilized if the total storage volume cannot be supported within the above
ground basins.
Streets:
Dove Valley Road runs east-west within the vicinity of the Site and currently
provides one lane in each direction of travel with a center two-way left turn
lane, beginning approximately 700 feet west of North Valley Parkway. Dove
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Valley Road is classified as an arterial. North Valley Parkway runs north-south
within the vicinity of the Site and provides two lanes in each direction of travel
with a raised landscaped median south of Dove Valley Road. North Valley
Parkway is classified as a major arterial. Per the Traffic Impact Study,
driveway access from Dove Valley Road will be sufficient for the trips generated
by the Alta Dove Valley development. The proposed Commitment Way south
of the proposed development will provide additional travel routes and further
reduce the impact of the trips generated by the Site.

IV. COMPARATIVE ZONING STANDARDS TABLE
The Comparative Zoning Standards Table is at Exhibit 10.

V.

CONCLUSION

Wood Partners’ best in class multifamily development on this vacant underutilized
Site is a valuable community enhancement opportunity for the Site, surrounding
area, nearby existing and future businesses, including the Taiwanese semiconductor
facility, area residents and the City. This PUD provides Standards and Guidelines
that will guide the development and ensure its high-quality development, desert
compatibility and harmony with nearby existing and future developments that
provide diverse opportunities for people to live, work, shop and play in this overall
mixed-use North Gateway Village Core area.
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EXHIBIT 10

W SWC DOVE VALLEY RD & NORTH VALLEY PKWY

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS COMPARISON TABLE
STANDARD
Density and number of

43.5

R-5 (Subdivision)

dwelling units
Building setbacks

53 du/acre

PUD

400 units
Front: 20’

Front (Dove Valley): 30’

Rear: 15’

Rear (Commitment Way): 10’
(measured from future ROW of
Commitment Way)

Side: 10’ and 3’

West Side: 30’
Ease Side: 50’
Maximum height

4 stories or 48’

MF: 48’ (4 stories)

Lot coverage

50%

Garage: 60’ (5 or 6 stories)
52%

Common areas

None

Courtyards = 14% (min) of net
area

Parking Standard - Loading
bays
Landscape Streetscape –
Adjacent to Dove Valley Rd
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2
75% 2” caliper minimum trees
planted at 25’-0” on center (+/20 trees), except for within
driveways and sidewalks, five
5-gallon drought-resistant
shrubs for each tree and
minimum 50% of living groundcover, and 75% shade at
maturity.
Trees shall vary in maturity, but
at least seventy-five percent
shall be a minimum of two-inch
caliper in size or a multitrunked equivalent. If a
shortage of required species of
trees is documented, the use of
other trees from the approved
plant list will be used.

Landscape Perimeter
Property Lines (North, East
and West Property Lines)

Plant Palette

2" Caliper Trees planted 25'
O.C. or in equivalent groupings,
except for within driveways or
sidewalks.
Five 5-Gallon Drought Resistant
Shrubs per Tree.
Any open area not improved or
hardscaped shall include
landscaping materials at a
minimum of 50% living
Groundcover.
All plant materials shall consist
of those listed on the Phoenix
low-water use plant list, and
shall be consistent with the
North Black Canyon Overlay
District landscape design theme
per Appendix A: Approved
Plant Species List

APPENDIX A

North Gateway Village Core Plan

January 30, 2008
Prepared by the City of Phoenix
Planning Department
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INTRODUCTION
NORTH GATEWAY VILLAGE

The North Gateway Village Core (the Core) encompasses
approximately 500 acres along the east side of Interstate 17.
The Core is bounded by the Skunk Creek Wash Sonoran
Preserve on the west, North Valley Parkway on the east, and
Dove Valley Road on the north, and extends approximately ½
mile south of Lone Mountain Road. The Core is planned as
a cohesive, environmentally sensitive community with mixed
income levels, employment opportunities, retail services, and
recreational amenities.
Various land uses have been strategically identified on the
Conceptual Land Use Map (pg. 22) to create a sense of place
for the Core with a pedestrian-oriented focus. Land uses that
strengthen the sense of place and enhance the economic
viability include broad categories of residential/commercial
mixed use, residential/office mixed use, commercial, office,
commerce/business park, and public uses.
The North Gateway Village Core Plan is designed to create a
high density, urban environment that will reduce automobile
trips, support transit, and promote the Skunk Creek Wash as
a major natural amenity that allows for a paseo/trail
opportunity. The Core provides a strong sense of place for
development along a pedestrian spine connecting Skunk
Creek Wash to Bronco Butte that will enhance the integrity of
the mixed-use development as a true urban experience.
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VISION
The North Gateway Village Core will be a lively, dynamic,
interesting place to live, work, shop and play. The Core has
long been envisioned as an important regional employment
center with an urban character. This area will attract high
intensity and high density development with a mix of building
heights, up to 10 stories. The urban form of the Core will be
designed to integrate with the desert environment.
Residential communities that accommodate a variety of
income levels, with employment, retail, and recreational
opportunities will develop within the Core and the surrounding
area. Development should integrate mixed use retail,
restaurant, offices, residential units, and pedestrian-oriented
open spaces in an urban environment to establish the Core
as a destination place.

A key feature of the vision for the Core is an urban walkway
connecting Skunk Creek Wash to Bronco Butte to provide
access to these recreational areas and the planned district
park on the west side of the Skunk Creek Wash. As an
east/west pedestrian corridor through the heart of the Core,
the urban walkway will also create a place for outdoor
activities. Gardens and pedestrian plazas that interface with
a combination of retail, office, residential and public activities
should create a focal point and hub of activity for the Core.
The urban walkway, outdoor plazas and paseo along Skunk
Creek will attract pedestrian visitors and local employees
during the day, while commercial retail, restaurants, and
nightclubs will provide primary entertainment in the evening.
The dynamic mix of commercial, employment, residential and
open space uses will result in quality developments that
promote higher densities, support transit, reduce automobile
trips, and preserve the natural environment.

Employment opportunities that create quality jobs sensitive to
the environment and surrounding communities are highly
desired. The Core will become home to a variety of
employers, ranging from small, independent offices providing
professional services to the corporate headquarters of major
corporations, such as the bio-tech and medical industries.
The Skunk Creek Wash, Bronco Butte and Bronco Tank are
valuable natural features that provide a sense of identity and
character to the Village. The Core is strategically located to
build on and enhance these natural amenities. Preservation
of views to and from these amenities will serve to solidify the
character of the Core and serve as a logical focal point for
pedestrian-oriented commercial activities and recreational
opportunities for future residents.
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BACKGROUND
The North Gateway Village Core is a 500-acre area located
approximately 20 miles north of downtown Phoenix and is
situated east of Interstate 17 between Dove Valley Road and
Lone Mountain Road alignments. Currently undeveloped, the
Core’s access points are from Interstate 17 at the Dove Valley
Road and Lone Mountain Road alignments with additional
access off of the North Valley Parkway at North Foothill Drive
and Bronco Butte Trail.

designates the Core as Mixed Use (Commercial/Commerce
Park) providing the necessary flexibility to respond to
changing market conditions and opportunities.

Relationship to Other Plans and Policies
Numerous factors have been considered in the development
of this plan. Countless individuals and organizations have
provided invaluable input into the development of the North
Gateway Village Core Plan. Outlined below are a number of
city of Phoenix plans and policies that were considered in the
development of the Plan.

The majority of the topography of the North Gateway Core is
flat with few recognizable land forms. Hydrology of the Core
is Skunk Creek Wash that flows from the northeast to the
southwest. Vegetation of the Core consists of Upper Sonoran
which is composed of small trees, bushes, shrubs and
flowering ground cover. There are three primary landforms in
the Core: Skunk Creek Wash, Bronco Butte and Bronco Tank.
Skunk Creek Wash is one of the primary tributaries of the
New River Drainage System. The wash provides the western
boundary of the Core and will provide great opportunities for
recreation and open space preservation. The highest point is
Bronco Butte and is the primary natural landmark. Bronco
Butte is located in the east-central portion of the site and the
terminus of the Core spine “Paso Del Prado”. The western
base of Bronco Butte is the location of the Bronco Tank, a
riparian area centrally located in the Core. Bronco Tank
should be used as water feature that could incorporate
various public spaces.

Phoenix Urban Village Model
Concepts of the Urban Village Model were developed in the
mid 1970’s by various citizen committees. The committees
identified basic components and characteristics of a village.
These
components
included:
core,
boundaries,
neighborhood, and open space. In 1985, City Council
adopted Urban Village Concept into 1985-2000 General Plan.
This plan established nine villages and Village Planning
Committees.
These
nine
committees
provided
recommendations regarding planning issues to the Planning
Commission and City Council. The Village Model continued
to develop several principals and comments regarding the
design of a village. Since the inception of the Village Model,
the villages have grown from nine to fifteen.

An integral part of the North Black Canyon Corridor Plan, the
Core establishes opportunities for regional employment
centers in mid-rise offices buildings surrounded by campus
style offices. The City of Phoenix General Plan Land Use Map
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The Urban Village Model “core” remains the central focus for
the village. The core is intended to provide intense land use
patterns for the village. The Village Model encourages
flexibility of land uses including office, retail, public,
governmental, and residential.

The basis for the Plan was to develop a framework for
consistent goals and policy making for the 1985 – 2000
General Plan. The Peripheral Areas C and D Plan identified
a location for the core site. The Area D Core was originally
located northeast of the Outer Loop (present day Loop 101)
and south of the Carefree Highway. The Core would be
designed using southwestern landscape materials and
geared for the pedestrian.

PHOENIX URBAN VILLAGE MODEL

The Area D Core would provide services, cultural and
entertainment facilities that would complement the residential
uses. In addition the Core would be appropriate for business,
professional and governmental uses with the possibility of
medical facilities.
North Black Canyon Corridor Plan
Since 1997, there have been a variety of planning efforts
regarding the directives of the Strategic View of Growth. One
of these directives focused on the North Black Canyon
Corridor. The North Black Canyon Corridor Plan identifies the
area as a regional employment center. Four goals were
developed to provide a strategic framework that create a
highly desirable pattern of urban growth.

General Plan for Peripheral Area C and D
Planning for this area was initiated in 1987. The General
Plan: Peripheral Areas C and D is a broad land use study for
the new growth area located north of the Central Arizona
Project Canal (CAP) and south of the Carefree Highway,
between 67th Avenue to the west and the Scottsdale
corporate boundary to east. From 1985 to 1987, many
forums and advisory groups were appointed by the City
Council to guide the development of the plan.

The Corridor Goals include:
1. Promote the North Black Canyon Corridor as a
regional employment center.
2. Achieve a balance between employment and housing.
3. Concentrate growth within a defined corridor.
4. Preserve North Sonoran desert amenities and use
these features to define community form and identity.
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Sonoran Preserve Master Plan
In 1997, the Phoenix Parks and Recreation Department along
with the cooperation of City Council prepared a master plan
to study and inventory undisturbed desert land in Phoenix.
The master plan comprised of both of public and private lands
evaluating natural features such as drainage systems, ridge
lines, hill slopes, and native vegetation.

City Of Phoenix General Plan
The City of Phoenix General Plan identifies the Core as the
central focus for the North Gateway Village with a pedestrianoriented mix of land uses. The General Plan Land Use Map,
shown in Exhibit A,(pg.7) designates the area as a mix of
Commercial and Commerce/Business Park uses. The North
Gateway Village Core Plan seeks to implement the goals and
policies of the General Plan.

The majority of the outlying area in Phoenix is Arizona State
Trust Land. The Sonoran Preserve Master Plan includes two
study areas, the North Study Area (NSA) and South Study
area (SSA). The NSA is comprised of land north of the
Central Arizona Project Canal which includes North Gateway
Village, Desert View Village and portions of the Deer Valley
Village.

The following goals and policies are particularly relevant to
the North Gateway Village Core Plan:
Growth Area Element
Goal 1; Growth: Maintain a high quality of life and
economically healthy community.

Preservation of natural areas within the North Gateway
Village Core will have a profound effect on the entire
community. Preserved natural lands such as Skunk Creek
Wash, provide visual and emotional relief from the day-to-day
stresses of living in an urban core setting. The preserve will
also positively affect residential and commercial property
values and development patterns.

Land Use Element
Goal 1; Urban Form: Growth should be structured into a
series of Urban Villages characterized by the five
components of the Urban Village Model: Core,
Neighborhoods, Community Service Areas, Regional
Service Areas, and Open Space.
Core Policy 1: Locate land uses with the greatest
height and most intense uses within limits based on
village character, land use needs, and transportation
system capacity.

The Sonoran Preserve Master Plan integrates the desert
landscape with the Urban Village Model. The Plan presents a
system trail connections and access points throughout the
identified preserve areas. Skunk Creek will provide excellent
recreational and open space opportunities for the North
Gateway Village Core.

Goal 2; Employment and Population Balance:
Development of each Village’s potential should be
encouraged by distributing a diversity of employment and
housing in a way that achieves a balanced citywide plan
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and that is consistent with commute travel patterns and
the current character of each developed village.

Neighborhood Element
Goal 1; New Neighborhood Design: All neighborhoods
should be designed to be safe, well maintained,
pedestrian oriented, desirable places to live.

Cost of Development Element
Goal 1; New Development’s Financial Responsibility: New
development in the city of Phoenix should not place a
financial burden on existing development except where
the bonding capacity of existing development is used for
construction of facilities until revenues from new
development are available.

Environmental Planning Element
Goal 1; Natural/Physical Environment: The natural
physical environment should be preserved and conserved
while acknowledging that development will occur in some
areas.

Circulation Element
Goal 1; An Effective Multi-Modal Transportation System: A
multi-modal transportation system should be developed
that will allow the movement of goods and people safely
and efficiently throughout the city, especially into and
between, the Urban Village Cores.

Open Space Element
Goal 2; Linear Open Space: Linear systems of open
space such as canals, washes, drainage corridors, and
rivers should contribute to a continuous non-motorized
trail system that serves as an alternative transportation
system, provide a positive recreational experience and
forms a neighborhood amenity.

Goal 2; Surface Streets and Parking Facilities: A system
of streets and parking facilities should be designed and
developed that matches the capacity and character of the
street with the character of the area and projected
automobile, truck, bicycle, and transit travel demands,
support land use and other General Plan objectives.;
makes efficient use of streets, enhances traffic safety, and
results in adequate paring facilities.

Recreation Element
Goal 1; Parks System: The Parks and recreation system
should meet the needs of residents and visitors, be
accessible, convenient, and diverse in locations,
programs, and facilities.
Water Resources Element
Goal 1; Water Resources: Provide a reliable supply of
high quality water at a reasonable cost, while balancing
social, economic, and environmental impacts of water
resources development projects and water demand
management programs.

Housing Element
Goal 2; Housing Choice: A diverse choice of housing
should be provided in all villages of the city to meet the
needs of all households.
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
Development of the North Gateway Village Core will need to
respond to a wide variety of factors, including patterns of
employment, housing, site planning, and transportation
technologies.
The City of Phoenix General Plan Land Use Map designates
the North Gateway Village Core as Mixed Use (Commercial
and Commerce/Business Park). The Core is located within
the North Black Canyon Corridor which is a sub area of the
North Gateway Village. Various opportunities are present for
a successful core with minimal constraints that can be
addressed by adequate planning. A map of the North
Gateway Village Core Opportunities is shown in Exhibit B
(pg. 11).

View of Bronco Butte and Bronco Tank looking east, the heart of
the North Gateway Core.

Natural Features and Recreational Amenities

The Phoenix Parks and Recreation Department has identified
a 100+ acre site along the west side of the Skunk Creek
Wash adjacent to the Core as a future site for a district park.
Retail and restaurant establishments within the Core will
benefit from the close proximity to a destination recreation
facility. Similarly, residents and employees of the Core will be
able to take advantage of the open space and recreational
amenities provided in the park.

Locating the Core adjacent to the Skunk Creek Wash and
Sonoran Preserve provides numerous opportunities. Skunk
Creek Wash is integral in creating a sense of place for the
Core. The protection of natural features and view corridors is
part of the North Black Canyon Corridor Overlay District
which promotes development of a unique Core using the
open space as an amenity.
The Bronco Butte and Skunk Creek Wash are landmark
areas that provide trail opportunities for pedestrians within the
Core. A network of trails that moves pedestrians through the
Core environment can benefit from the natural features
available in this area.

View Corridors
The preservation of Skunk Creek Wash, Bronco Tank, Bronco
Butte and surrounding panoramic views of near mountain
ranges, provide area residents and visitors view corridors and
desert environments even as the Core experiences
urbanization.
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View of Pyramid Peak

This view of Piestewa Peak, preserved in the Camelback
East Village Core, illustrates the view corridor concept.

The North Gateway Village Core is in proximity to the No
Name Mountains, Pyramid Peak, and Union Hills where
scenic views may be enjoyed.

Development of local streets with buildings orientated to the
street will help meet the view corridor vision.

This urbanization responds to the fundamental principle of
the General Plan regarding strategic placement of growth and
containing the built environment within a broader region
where natural features predominate.

Future development patterns along the Paseo del Prado
should promote the vistas of Union Hills, No Name
Mountains, and Pyramid Peak as illustrated in Exhibit B
(pg. 11).

View corridors add to the sense of place for the North
Gateway Village Core. Views from office buildings, hotels,
residential units, public spaces and retail centers add value to
the property.

The urban Core should work in concert with views to open
spaces to establish successful land use patterns that
embrace the natural environment while urban development
occurs.

The North Gateway Village Core Plan has been designed to
accommodate the various views that support the overall
character with the Core’s trails and circulation patterns.
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Existing Zoning

Circulation/Transportation Corridors

The Core has approved zoning of C-2 (Intermediate
Commercial) and/or CP (Commerce Park) with a Mid-Rise
Planned Community District. The ability to master plan
commercial land uses in this area offers the City a unique
opportunity to achieve design continuity and coordination of
infrastructure development in the Core area. Established
zoning also supports employment and retail opportunities for
the Core.

Development of a circulation plan should take advantage of
the existing road patterns of I-17, North Valley Parkway, Dove
Valley and Lone Mountain Roads along with platted roads
from Sonoran Foothills PCD. This street pattern segments
parcels creating ingress/egress opportunities for the
individual property owners, establishes transportations routes
for potential transit, and creates view corridors.
Topography is also a key factor in the circulation plan.
Identifying key areas such as Skunk Creek Wash and how it
relates to Bronco Butte and Bronco Tank is paramount.

The zoning classifications will allow the Core to develop using
market conditions and the goals of the North Gateway Village
Core Plan. The existing zoning classifications are defined by
two major Planned Community District (PCD) rezoning cases,
Z-43-99-2 (Sonoran Foothills-McEwen Trust PCD) and
zoning case Z-34-01-2 (North Gateway PCD).

Various Landowners
There are more than a dozen individual property owners
within the Core. In order for the Core to be successful,
cooperation between landowners, developers, and the City is
crucial. Collaborative efforts with a shared vision for the area
is key to successful development that will increase real estate
values, create vitality in the community, and generate
revenues and employment opportunities. Absent a cohesive
plan and shared vision for the Core, development of
individual properties on a parcel by parcel basis could be a
constraint.
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GOALS
North Gateway Village Core Plan Goals

Policies:
A. Manage development so that is occurs in a compact,
urban manner.
B. Create a vibrant urban environment with a variety of
mixed uses.
C. Cluster compatible uses to establish a pedestrian environment and decrease vehicular traffic.
D. Emphasize pedestrian accessibility and connectivity
throughout the Core.

The North Gateway Village Core Plan has been prepared for
the purpose of ensuring consistently high quality, pedestrian
design and development for the Core and encouraging mixed
use development that supports employment and economic
growth. This purpose can be achieved by guiding developers
and builders through the entitlement process and by
identifying the parameters within which development should
occur.

Recommendations:
1. Encourage corporate office, retail, hotel, entertainment
complexes, and loft residential uses along Dove Valley
Road and North Valley Parkway.
2. Locate mixed-use development along the pedestrian
Paseo del Prado emphasizing specialty retail and residential uses.
3. Encourage the development of a major resort/ hotel
and related uses such as restaurants/cafes into the
streetscape adjacent to Skunk Creek Wash to capture
the views and amenities the Sonoran Preserve can
offer.
4. Locate Mid-rise office, commercial and retail north and
south of Bronco Butte along North Valley Parkway capturing the bio-tech research market, medical offices,
and related uses.
5. Create a demand for the mixed use commercial services by encouraging high-density residential uses surrounding the Paseo del Prado.
6. Adopt design guidelines for the North Black Canyon
Overlay zoning district that address urban form,
including, but not limited to:

Along with design guidelines and other ordinances and
regulations, the North Gateway Village Core Plan protects
undeveloped areas from undesirable design and
development by assuring aesthetically consistent and
appropriate development with an emphasis on the
pedestrian.
The North Gateway Village Core Plan supports
neighborhoods with mixed-use housing opportunities, a
business district, entertainment and retail opportunities in an
urban setting.
The Core should function as a defined
community that protects the area’s natural resources and
offers a quality desert lifestyle.
Goal 1 - Mix Land Use Development
The North Gateway Village Core should be a desirable living
environment which provides a mix of residential, employment,
retail, and recreational amenities with a strong identity.
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a) Site design and building orientation

Goal 2 - Accessibility and Pedestrian Connectivity
Improve mobility throughout the Core, within and between
developments, to create a high quality of life for residents and
local businesses.

b) Urban open space and pedestrian gathering areas;
c) View corridors;
d) Pedestrian connections;

As the Core experiences population and employment growth
the pollution and congestion will increase. Development
should provide alternatives to this ongoing problem by
promoting multi-modal transportation systems and
transit-oriented development.

e) Transit oriented development
f) Parking lots and structures;
g) Street design
h) Landscaping
i) Art

Policies:
A. Minimize the adverse impact of the transportation
system through integrated urban design.
B. Promote active commercial centers that support
transit and public spaces through building intensities,
orientation, and massing.
C. Emphasize mixed-use office and residential uses to
increase the mixed-use, round-the-clock nature of the
Core.
D. Promote pedestrian-oriented developments to reduce
vehicular travel.

j) Lighting
k) Green building and sustainability

Recommendations:
1. Encourage the use of roundabouts and other traffic
calming devices to manage the volume and speed of
vehicular traffic.
2. Create connections between development sites to
encourage pedestrian activity.
3. Develop a pedestrian connection between the Core
and the planned district park along the west side of the

Kierland commons
illustrates how a
mixed-use retail/
residential
development
provides a unique
environment.
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4.

5.
6.
7.

Skunk Creek Wash through the development of the
Paseo del Prado.
Encourage safe, pleasant walking environments
through regulation of urban form, including the treatment of streets, sidewalks, building entries, balconies,
porches, and architectural features.
Locate employment-generating uses such as office
buildings and employee intensive uses adjacent to the
retail component of the Core.
Design development near transit centers to promote
safe and convenient access to multi-modal transportation systems to increase ridership.
Collaborate with Valley Metro to create special area
plans, design guidelines, and partnership arrangements that support transit initiatives.

Recommendation
1. Recruit businesses that complement the Core retail
and mix use development.
2. Develop appropriate incentive programs to stimulate
the development of the bio-tech campus and
specialty retail center.
3. Encouraging clusters of specialty retailers.
4. Encourage architecture that will withstand changes in
style and economy, enabling adaptive re-uses in the
future.
5. Consider financial resources such as bond proposals
for hotels, parking structures and civic amenities
when feasible.
Goal 4 - Environmentally Sensitive
Development should be sensitive to the Skunk Creek Wash
and the Bronco Butte desert environments and all land uses
should minimize adverse environmental impacts and maintain
existing natural resources.

Goal 3 - Economic/Employment Opportunities
Create an employment hub to serve as a “mini downtown” for
the North Valley area to support the Village goal of creating a
number of jobs to equal 75 percent of the Village’s resident
population.

Policies:
A. Retain and strengthen the significant features of the
natural landscape.
B. Locate uses in a manner which minimizes conflict and
mitigates impacts to the environment.
C. Respond to climatic factors and human comfort.
D. Promote sustainable design concepts.

Policies:
A. Create vibrant retail and commercial districts that meet
the needs of local residents and employees.
B. Create a balance of quality employment and residential options to provide residents with an opportunity to
live and work in the same or adjacent villages.
C. Attract a variety of employers, ranging from small,
independent offices providing professional services
(e.g., law, real estate, insurance, and health care) to
headquarters of major corporations.
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Recommendation:
1. Promote strategies that preserve and protect the
ecological value of Skunk Creek Wash and Bronco
Butte environments.
2. Retain view corridors of Bronco Butte, Pyramid Peak,
Union Hills and No Name Mountains by limiting
building heights to 10 stories and encouraging building
step backs as the height increases.
3. Encourage the use of reclaimed water, where feasible,
in water features.
4. Promote the use of Green Building strategies.

Bronco Butte is a recognizable landmark in the North Gateway Village
Core. Preserved natural environments offer a sense of place in an
urban community.
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LAND USE ELEMENT
Existing Land Use
The Core encompasses 500 acres of vacant, undeveloped
land. The Core is separated from surrounding residential and
community uses by arterial streets and topography. This
separation provides an opportunity for the Core to develop
with a unique identity and character. Bronco Butte, Bronco
Tank and the Skunk Creek Wash are natural features within
the Core that should be preserved and enhanced as land
develops.

North Gateway Village Core Plan
The North Gateway Village Core Plan implements the Urban
Village Model by creating a destination with opportunities for
a residential, employment, shopping, and recreation
opportunities within the North Gateway Village.
A central plaza at Kierland Commons is surrounded by mixed-use
buildings with office, retail and residential uses.

The North Gateway Village Core’s mixed-use development
area is the primary location for major facilities within the North
Gateway Village. The North Black Canyon Corridor Plan
seeks to locate regional and major community uses in the
Core. High density residential development is encouraged.
Proximity to major transportation corridors, I-17, North Valley
Parkway and Lone Mountain Road (Sonoran Boulevard to the
east and SR 303 to the west), supports the intensity and
density of land uses planned for the Core.

The Conceptual Land Use Map for the North Gateway Village
Core, shown in Exhibit C (pg. 22),identifies the locations of
various land uses in relationship with existing known
opportunities and constraints. The Conceptual Land Use
Map aims to build on and enhance the attributes of the
Sonoran Desert to create a destination. The Core will have
its own distinctive identity that builds on the dominance of the
Skunk Creek Wash and Bronco Butte as a regional image
and provide linkages from one destination to another.
The North Gateway Village Core Plan seeks to combat urban
sprawl by locating intense land uses and high densities in one
centralized destination. Development will be encouraged to
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preserve views of natural features within the Core by limiting
the building height to 10 stories and providing building step
backs to avoid massive walls as the height increases. The
urban form should be conscious of natural amenities
surrounding the Core and promote a seamless integration
between the built and natural environment. Commerce and
industry, diverse residential units, urban entertainment
districts, restaurants, parks, and open spaces define the
Core.

Conceptual Land Use Map
The Conceptual Land Use Map promotes a functional and
equitable mix of uses to establish a strong sense of
community. The fundamental goal of the North Gateway
Village Core is to encourage a broad spectrum of uses and
structures to work together to create a vibrant community.
The following broad land use categories have been
developed to further define how the Core is envisioned to
develop:

Office complexes, as shown here, attract quality employers and provide
employment opportunities for area residents.

The North Gateway Village Core Plan aims to attract
businesses and employees. Businesses are finding the value
of locating in areas that offer a variety of amenities to attract
and retain employees. The Core seeks to attract knowledgeeconomy workers who value the attributes of the location,
scenic beauty, and attributes of an urban lifestyle.

Commercial Center/Commerce Park
The Commercial Center/Commerce Park land use
designation accommodates the primary employment activity
for the North Gateway Village Core. This is a broad land use
category that includes a diversity of uses with an emphasis on
employment, including mid-rise office complexes, corporate
campuses, business parks, and light industrial uses. This
designation is intended to accommodate commercial
services, retail, entertainment, recreational and mixed
residential uses as well.

Mixed Use, Commercial/Residential and Retail/
Residential
There are two Mixed-Use land use designations:
Retail/Residential and Commercial/Residential. These
designations encourage a variety of community activities to
co-exist in close proximity, thereby reducing the need for
extensive automobile travel. Successful mixed use projects
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The Retail/Residential designation is intended to attract
specialty retail users with unique residential opportunities
integrated into the project. An example of this type of
dynamic mixed use project would be Kierland Commons,
located on the west side of Scottsdale Road at the
intersection of Greenway and Scottsdale Roads. Areas
adjacent to the Paseo del Prado are designated as
Retail/Residential to build on the unique atmosphere created
by the Paseo.

The Post Property, on Central
Avenue and Portland, is a
mixed-use project with retail
shops and a restaurant on the
first floor and residential above.

While retail is perhaps the most visible use in these projects,
and requires considerable attention, housing is the essential
ingredient that makes these projects successful. When
people live within a core area, they take part in the life of the
plan simply by carrying out their daily routines. The comings
and goings of residents, office workers, moviegoers, diners,
and shoppers, all contribute to the round-the-clock rhythm of
a mixed use project. Housing is a key component that
supports mixed-use development.

blend office, retail and residential uses in a pedestrianoriented project that minimizes travel distances between
uses.

High density residential
opportunities are a key
ingredient of successful
urban environments.

The Commercial/Residential designation is intended to
accommodate a variety of commercial, office, retail and
residential uses. An example of a successful mixed use
project is The Esplanade, located at the southeast corner of
24th Street and Camelback Road, which has successfully
achieved a mixed-use multi-story office, retail, multi-family,
and commercial in one cohesive development. Such
developments often require developers, public agencies, and
the community to work together to create a successful
project.
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Paseo del Prado
The Paseo del Prado is the most important element of the
Core. The Paseo del Prado is a pedestrian spine that
connects Bronco Butte with Skunk Creek Wash and serves
as a central focus for the Core. The Paseo del Prado is
expected to develop in a manner that preserves and
enhances the views of Bronco Butte and Bronco Tank. This
area is envisioned to be a vibrant area offering diverse
activities throughout the day and evening, including unique
shopping, dining, entertainment, and living opportunities.
Various retail nodes and pedestrian plazas are anticipated
along the Paseo. This urban design and place making
concept is expected to attract various investments to the
North Gateway Village Core.

Resort/Residential
The Resort/Residential designation is intended to
accommodate a major resort or hotel and related retail uses,
such as restaurants and cafes, along the Skunk Creek Wash
to take advantage of and build on the scenic beauty and
amenities available. Additionally, the Resort/Residential area
is located in a position to anchor the mixed-use developments
immediately north. Various mixed-use projects around the
country combine luxury condominiums with luxury hotels.
Such pairings is evident in Phoenix with the success of
Desert Ridge/Marriott, Kierland Commons/Westin, and the
Esplanade/Ritz Carleton.
Hotels can enhance the
marketability of office and residential uses just as retail and
restaurant uses can compliment the shopping environment
for hotel guests and in turn improves the marketability of the
hotel component.

Retail shops and restaurants
with outdoor dining line a
pedestrian plaza at the
Arizona Center.

Open Space/Public Space
The quality of the public space will be a major component of
the success of the Core development. While not identified as
a land use designation on the Conceptual Land Use Map,
public spaces and pedestrian connectivity is a vital
component in making the Core successful. Landscaping,
pedestrian trail connections, open spaces and water features
are illustrated on the Conceptual Land Use Map for the
purposes of conveying the intent that as the Core develops,
each project should incorporate these concepts into their site
design. The objective is not to create or require public parks
or dedicated trails through every project, but that consideration is given to how and where pedestrian access and
amenities are provided for employees, visitors and residents
of the Core.
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Water features, like this fountain at La Encantada, provide a
visual focal point and enhance the aesthetic quality of the
development.

This image illustrates that live, work, play concept and the benefit
of open space and recreational amenities.

Public spaces contribute to the identity of a place and are a
major factor in determining whether or not people want to live,
work, shop, and play in the area. Successful public spaces
draw people to the development and create economic gain
for businesses located within.

Focal points should be developed throughout the Core
offering visual and recreational opportunities. Focal points
can take a variety of forms, including active and passive
water features, statues and sculptures, and enhanced
landscaping.
Where feasible, water features will be
encouraged to utilize reclaimed water.

A system of public spaces is envisioned by the creation of a
central focus. From Bronco Butte to Skunk Creek, the Paseo
del Prado (pedestrian spine) transitions from the Bronco Tank
area to the Skunk Creek Wash and planned district park.
The Paseo del Prado links the network of plaza areas, each
with its unique presence and atmosphere.

Throughout Phoenix, a variety of parks and open spaces
have been preserved in their natural state because of their
inherent recreational and aesthetic value. Some areas of the
City have physical constraints that preclude urban
development of such parks. The City has developed parks
primarily for active and passive recreation uses, and in some
cases, for drainage functions.
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Indian School Steele Park is an example of how open space provides
relief from urban development and encourages a variety of experiences.
District parks provide active and passive recreational opportunities
for area residents.

The Arizona Preserve Initiative has allowed the City to
purchase unique Sonoran Desert areas to remain
undeveloped. The Skunk Creek Wash may satisfy some of
the recreational needs for the North Gateway Core by
providing open-space corridors for passive recreational use
that will ultimately connect to other preserve areas. Future
uses will increase as improvements occur and the Core
develops.

landmark water feature. While located just outside the Core,
the park is a key component to the development of the Core
as it provides passive and active recreational opportunities
for area residents and visitors.

A district park, planned along the west side of the Skunk
Creek Wash, will provide numerous amenities to the
community from a sports complex, community center and
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Existing Conditions

retail/office market. The projected population density and
spending power justifies a specialty retail project and
associated community retail.1

There are currently no existing employment or commercial
developments within the Core. A number of neighborhood
and community commercial nodes have been developed or
are in the process of developing in the immediate vicinity
including the northeast and northwest corners of North Valley
Parkway and Carefree Highway and the southwest and
southeast corners of 27th Avenue and Carefree Highway.
Commercial development is planned for the southwest corner
of North Valley Parkway and Carefree Highway, the
southwest corner of 27th Avenue and North Valley Parkway,
the northeast and southeast corners of North Valley Parkway
and Lone Mountain Road/Sonoran Boulevard, and the
northwest and northeast corners of North Valley Parkway and
Dynamite Boulevard. Additionally, the North Black Canyon
MotorPlex is planned for the northeast corner of Interstate 17
and Dove Valley Road.

Given the projected population growth in north Phoenix, the
city of Peoria, and the towns of Cave Creek and Carefree, the
Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG) research has
concluded that a specialty serving retail project should be
feasible sometime between the years 2010 - 2020 (Table 1)
(pg. 24).

The North Valley is a prime location for research, bio-tech,
and high-technology operations. Due to new technologies,
these land uses are environmentally friendly and lend
themselves to a pedestrian-oriented, campus-like setting.
Major corporations are beginning to relocate in urban areas
that offer a higher quality of life than typical industrial parks.
The industry is beginning to transform from single-use work
zones into mixed-use, pedestrian oriented areas.
A 2003 market study prepared by Elliott Pollack, determined
that the trade area surrounding the proposed Core must
consist of high-density residential development to support a
1 The population figures do not take in consideration the goal for high-density residential development
in the core.
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TABLE 1
TOTAL POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR NORTH I-17 RETAIL MARKET STUDY
BOUNDED ON THE NORTH –ANTHEM, SOUTH – PINNACLE PEAK ROAD, EAST 7TH AVENUE, AND WEST
35TH AVENUE
Year

Population

# Housing
Units

EMPLOYEES
RETAIL

OFFICE

INDUSTRIAL

PUBLIC

OTHER

TOTAL

2000

23,051

7,378

1,297

343

1,667

3,464

745

7,516

2010

70,788

24,963

6,885

9,587

3,068

8,144

6,354

34,038

2020

173,628

65,196

13,113

28,933

14,495

15,624

12,769

84,934

2025

209,119

80,211

24,219

44,651

20,123

16,271

12,622

117,886

2030

243,588

94,329

37,525

64,115

27,672

17,185

13,445

159,942

Source: Elliott Pollack and Company Study, 1996 (MAG 1993)

According to the data, the employment to housing ratios
average approximately 48% from 2010 through 2020, and
increase to a citywide average of 56% in 2025. The data
indicates that the goal for employment in the Core area is
justified with intense mid-rise development. The North
Valley’s long range goal is to operate and function as an
employment center to the region as the “downtown” provides
regional employment.

The retail analysis data provided in Table 2 (pg. 25) suggests
that there is not a demand for Regional, Community or
Neighborhood Centers in the North Gateway Village Core.
However, with high density development in the Core, the data
supports the market for a Specialty Retail Center, various
commercial opportunities, and supporting services as
proposed in the North Gateway Village Core Plan.

The office market will provide employment opportunities and
be stable in the Core, especially with the focus of bio-tech,
medical, and related services as proposed in the North
Gateway Village Core Plan.
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medical, and research industries as well as general office and
specialty retail users.
This diversity of employment
opportunities is necessary to provide a sound economic base
for the North Gateway Village and the City.

TABLE 2
RETAIL ANALYSIS POPULATION 243,588 (BUILD OUT
PROJECTION)
BOUNDED ON THE NORTH –ANTHEM, SOUTH – PINNACLE
PEAK ROAD, EAST 7TH AVENUE, AND WEST 35TH AVENUE
Type

Demand
Factor

With
Contingency

Square Foot
Demand

Acre
Demand

Regional

4.4

4.4

1,071,787

1,233,464

Community

9.5

9.5

2,314,086

266

Neighborhood

11.5

13.8

3,361,514

386

Specialty

3.4

4.1

993,839

114

TOTAL

28.8

31.8

7,741,227

889

The North Gateway Village Core will be known as a
destination offering employment, entertainment, shopping,
and recreation opportunities with progressive, modern
development patterns building upon other core area
developments such as Desert Ridge and the Esplanade.
The City must monitor its economic development goals with
measurable objectives such as job-creation, job retention, tax
base creation, increases in property values, economic
stability, and economic self-sufficiency.

Source: Elliott Pollack and Company Study, 1996 (MAG 1993)

Key components of the North Gateway Village Core Plan is
the development of mid-rise office buildings, specialty retail
stores, bio-tech research campuses, business centers,
restaurants and hotels adjacent to Interstate 17. Corporate
headquarters are anticipated to locate in the Core to take
advantage of the location.

North Gateway Village Core Plan
One of the planning goals expressed in the General Plan
Peripheral Areas C and D is to “assure a fiscally sound land
use mix” supported by market demand. The goal further
warns that an over-reliance in one or two types of uses can
result in a deficit when public costs for providing services are
compared to revenue generated. The vision of the Core is to
serve as a mini-downtown for the North Valley. To be
successful, the Core must attract diverse employment uses.
The economic analysis provided by Elliott Pollack and
Company demonstrates that the Core area is ripe for
employment, neighborhood commercial service and specialty
retail uses. The Core is uniquely situated along major
transportation corridors to draw interest from the technology,
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The Core is poised to take advantage of the opportunity to
develop an environment where residents can live close to
their jobs. While typical urban sprawl locates people further
out of the downtown, increasing the reliability on the
automobile and creating an influx in traffic, the North Gateway
Village Core Plan establishes strategies to get people out of
their cars into a pedestrian - live, work, and play lifestyle.

As an employment center, the North Gateway Village Core strives to
attract corporate users in an attractive office setting.
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CIRCULATION
Existing Conditions

The west half of the Parkway is expected to be constructed
with the development of the Core properties along the west
side.

Access to the North Gateway Village Core is provided by
Interstate 17 (I-17), North Valley Parkway, Dove Valley Road
and Lone Mountain Road/Sonoran Boulevard.

Lone Mountain Road/Sonoran Boulevard, a major arterial
street, transects the southern portion of the Core. Lone
Mountain Road is proposed to be a six lane major arterial that
connects with Loop 303 to the west and extends as a
parkway to the east over the Sonoran Preserve. Lone
Mountain Road may receive a scenic corridor designation
from I-17 east in concert with the Sonoran Boulevard. Lone
Mountain Road/Sonoran Boulevard has not been developed
west of North Valley Parkway. Construction is expected when
the adjacent properties develop. ADOT is planning to
construct an interchange with I-17 at Lone Mountain
Road/Sonoran Boulevard by 2009.

I-17 is a major north-south transportation corridor that
connects Phoenix to Flagstaff and provides connections to
numerous interstates and state routes. ADOT is planning a
number of improvements to I-17 between Loop 101 and
Anthem, including a widening project to add additional lanes
and capacity and several interchanges. These improvements
are expected to be complete within the next several years.
Dove Valley Road, an arterial street, bounds the Core on the
north. Dove Valley Road is not developed west of North
Valley Parkway. The road will be constructed when the
adjacent properties develop. Dove Valley Road will be a six
lane arterial road between I-17 and North Valley Parkway.
ADOT is planning to construct an interchange with I-17 at
Dove Valley Road by 2009.

Two collector road connections in the Core are planned along
North Valley Parkway, Bronco Butte Trail and North Foothills
Drive.

North Gateway Village Core Plan

North Valley Parkway is a major arterial that bounds the Core
on the east and has access at every mile (sometimes ¼ mile
depending on land use) from Happy Valley Road to Carefree
Highway, crossing over the CAP Canal. The parkway is to be
constructed with three lanes in each direction with provisions
for a bike lane. The east half of North Valley Parkway
adjacent to the Core is currently developed.

Transportation is a major consideration and determining
factor in how the Core develops. A Conceptual Circulation
Map Exhibit D (pg. 33) has been developed with an extensive
network to move people and goods throughout the Core. The
map depicts a freeway, parkway, arterial roads, and collector
streets with a multi-modal transit system. Development
should ensure efficiency in circulation to and from the various
land uses within the Core.
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A cohesive circulation system consists of a simple hierarchy
of roads, providing logical, clear and simple access to a
variety of uses within the North Gateway Village Core. The
hierarchy should be reinforced by the consistent use of
paving, setbacks, landscaping, signage and lighting
elements.

The design and placement of the buildings should front
collector streets and provide a pedestrian pathway easement
a minimum of 20 feet wide, of which twelve (12) feet of the
width should always be kept completely free of any and all
impediments to pedestrian travel including poles, bollards,
signs benches, tables, chairs, easels, stalls, space heaters,
etc, while the remaining eight (8) feet may be used for such
pedestrian friendly uses such as restaurant seating, vendor’s
stalls, artists’ display, etc. Generally, buildings will provide a
sense of definition when height and spacing relate to the
human scale.

There shall be three levels of roadways in and around the
Core: major arterials, collector roads, local streets. Where
appropriate, private narrow streets are preferred to slow
traffic and promote safe and intimate routes for the
pedestrian.
The incorporation of an effective circulation system of
pedestrian and vehicular traffic that minimizes visual impacts
on the environment will add to the development of a
successful core area. The system should integrate the
intimate scale of the pedestrian movement with more
monumental scale required for effective vehicular circulation.
Paseo del Prado – Pedestrian Spine
The essential purpose of the Paseo del Prado is to establish
a special character for the Core, and to create a place for
social interaction. People will come here to have a common
meeting ground where the pedestrian can get from Skunk
Creek Wash or Bronco Butte. The Paseo del Prado should
provide view corridors to be walked and enjoyed by the
pedestrian with a unique landscape character, streetscape
continuity, and a lighting design that will provide the Core with
an identity.

Private streets allow for a unique pedestrian experience.
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Shaded walkways encourage pedestrians to walk between
developments.

The Cheuvront Wine and Cheese Café and Artisan Lofts
development illustrates the buildings closer to the street

experience that is unique and rewarding. The intent of the
pedestrian connections is to provide connectivity throughout
the Core to encourage employees, residents and visitors to
walk between the various venues.

The Paseo del Prado promotes the buildings closer to the
street, focusing on the pedestrian, to create an environment
conducive to the social fabric of the Core. The Paseo del
Prado should capture the specialty retail market by providing
amenities such as outdoor cafes adjacent to public spaces
and plazas for social gatherings. The Core’s development
should depend on progressive design and not on past trends
such as strip retail centers designed around parking lots.

The main paseo follows the edge of Skunk Creek Wash.
Land uses adjacent to the Skunk Creek Wash Sonoran
Preserve should incorporate public pedestrian access
through the site to the open space and connect to designated
trail heads. Trail head amenities along Skunk Creek Wash
and Bronco Butte could include restrooms, drinking fountains,
picnic ramadas, parking for vehicles and bicycles to
accommodate trail users.

Paseo/Trail System
A variety of pedestrian connections in and around the North
Gateway Village Core connect to different natural and urban
environments, inviting the pedestrian to enjoy the outdoor
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Development at the pedestrian crossing of Skunk Creek
Wash should be linked to the district park to the west and the
urban development to the east by a pedestrian bridge. The
pedestrian bridge will create a sense of place with a view of
the wash. The bridge may be a one-of-a-kind art piece or it
may provide a location for displaying local art work.

Roundabouts are strategically planned at proposed
intersections throughout the Core. The final location and
alignment of roundabouts will be determined and approved
with the PCD master street plans.

Roundabouts
Circulation and key access points are critical features for the
North Gateway Village Core. Roundabouts are a unique and
efficient design feature for the Core that are known to
manage traffic and keep it moving at a constant pace. They
provide refuges for pedestrians and provide an opportunity to
incorporate landscaping as a focal point. When installed as
part of new road construction, they are more nominal and
conducive than traditional signalized intersections.

A TYPICAL ROUNDABOUT
Appropriate road curvature and signage are implemented into
the design plan in order to maintain low speeds which give
drivers a safe approach.
Paving materials such as scored concrete or bricked paving
could be used in the roundabout design to better define the
intersection, as well as make it safer and more accessible for
pedestrians.

As shown here, a well-designed roundabout can visually enhance the
streetscape while providing safe, continuous vehicle movement with
few pedestrian conflicts.
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Landscaping can also be incorporated into the development
as a means of integrating the Bronco Butte theme and
providing a sense of place for the Core. Crosswalks should
be properly marked.

Drive, a four-lane street with a large median, which surround
the “Paseo del Prado” and separates land uses.

The development of roundabouts will provide the Core with
lower speeds and minimize accident rates while maintaining
consistent traffic flows. Engineers must consider queuing
conflicts, merge and diverge conflicts, as well as crossing
conflicts when implementing the design into the Core.
Parking/Parking Structures
With the high densities and urban intensity proposed for the
Core, parking management is a key consideration in creating
a pedestrian-oriented development. Incorporating parking
management in the earliest stage of planning allows the
development’s design to encourage less surface parking.
Parking strategies may expect fewer vehicle trips where
streets can be designed for lower traffic volumes which help
to improve the pedestrian environment.

Street design can enhance the pedestrian environment.

On-street parking is discouraged on the major collector
streets and should occur intermittently on the local streets
developing as either parallel or angled spaces considering
the land use, paseos, and bike lane. Streets within the Core
may be kept private to compliment the “Paseo del Prado” and
to allow the streets to be closed for special events such as
farmers’ markets and concerts.
The entrance to Kierland Commons conveys a pedestrianfriendly atmosphere with a two-lane road, on-street
parking, and pedestrian walkways shaded with a
combination of street trees, awnings and canopies.

At the edge of the Core, however, the intimate private streets
give way to public streets with wider configurations, including
25th Way, 27th Avenue, Bronco Butte Trail and North Foothill
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The Core faces the challenge of providing adequate and
accessible parking while avoiding the creation of a sea of
parking. Creative solutions to isolating and concealing vast
amounts of parking are encouraged. One strategy is to place
the parking at the outer periphery of the “Paseo del Prado”
specialty retail center in rectangular lots or in parking
structures that are separated by streets or buildings. These
areas feed into the retail side streets that may run
perpendicular from the retail spine. Structure and shared
parking should work in conjunction with surface parking to
meet parking demands and minimize large areas consumed
for surface parking.
Developers are encouraged to provide power with solar
power panels on covered parking structures committing to
renewable energy resources. Electricity produced by solar
panels, called photovoltaic energy, is emissions-free and
environmentally friendly. Panels on a security structure can
provide power for a building’s air conditioning and security
system.

This parking structure has retail shops on the first floor creating a more
vibrant streetscape than a traditional parking structure.

Parking structures should consider Green Building designs to
accommodate the environment. Designs such as terracing
facades with landscape materials that resemble hanging
gardens, extra architectural features to break up the solid
walls, and various materials and colors should complement
the design.

Parking structures are encouraged to be mixed-use with retail
shops at the lower level or developed with offices or
apartments on the upper floors and parking beneath.
Structures should be situated between a cluster of buildings
to promote shared access. It is important to minimize the
view of parking structures from the street.
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CONCLUSION AND IMPLEMENTATION
The North Gateway Village Core Plan has significant
employment, financial and cultural implications for the region.
Achieving maximum potential of the Core requires a longterm development plan.

Gateway Village Core Plan. The NBCOD provides the City
with further opportunities to implement the vision of the Core
through the adoption of commercial design guidelines for the
Core.

A variety of methods and techniques will be employed to
implement the vision and goals of the Core. These methods
range from broad economic development techniques to
specific actions. Phoenix has a diverse range of programs
intended to stimulate economic development in the City.
Efforts to create and support an employment center for the
North Phoenix area are ongoing.

The North Gateway Village Core Plan is a tool that promotes
an urban lifestyle with high density and intense uses. The
City anticipates an expanding business sector in the North
Valley and is advocating new mixed-use development with
major employment components.
The North Gateway Village Core Plan is designed to develop
an urban community with a pedestrian-oriented character,
high density housing, office, retail and recreational amenities.

Zoning provides the regulatory framework for land use
development.
The implementation of the zoning
classifications ensures standards that support a mixed-use
environment and regional employment center. The zoning for
the Core includes C-2 (Intermediate Commercial), CP/GCP
(Commerce Park – General Commerce Park Option), and
PCD (Planned Community District). Additionally, the Sonoran
Foothills PCD and North Gateway PCD have designated
areas within the Core with a Mid Rise Overlay, allowing
increased height in the area. The goals of the North Gateway
Village Core Plan will be implemented through the zoning and
Planned Community District development process.

Once each year, the North Gateway Village Planning
Committee should recommend refinements and adjustments
to the North Gateway Village Core Plan to the Planning
Commission and City Council, and should complete a major
evaluation and update of the Plan for submission to the City
Council every ten (10) years.

In additional to the standard development requirements of the
Zoning Ordinance, development within the Core is subject to
the North Black Canyon Overlay District (NBCOD)
regulations. These regulations support the goals of the North
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North Black Canyon Overlay District.

General purpose of the North Black Canyon Overlay District.
Concepts to be implemented through North Black Canyon Corridor (NBCC) Overlay District Design Guidelines.
The NBCC is targeted for development of a high quality, regional employment center, diversified residential areas,
and urban open space.
The North Black Canyon Corridor contains large areas of significant scenic and sensitive lands that have been
designated for preservation as components of the City’s Sonoran Preserve. Land approved for preservation by the
State Land Commissioner includes mountain slopes at the ten percent slope line and below, where vegetation and
connectivity become significant, and Skunk Creek Wash with its associated floodplain. On privately held land,
defined set backs along significant washes and the limits of development on mountain slopes are a result of
existing zoning or approved actions by City Council.
Preserving significant hillsides and addressing the relationship to desert washes and the native vegetation will
create a unique setting for a regional employment center and diversified residential areas. Design guidelines build
upon these features to create a singular and attractive identity for the overlay district.
The purpose of the NBCC Overlay District design guidelines (NBCC Overlay) is to provide specific design criteria to:
•

Guide development within the village core and commercial nodes,

•

Address the edge treatment of the Sonoran Preserve,

•

Focus on the integration of the natural desert environment into the built environment, and

•

Promote transit and pedestrian orientation,

•

To create a unique identity for the North Black Canyon Corridor.

The intent of the design guidelines is to create a built environment that substantially relates to and respects the
desert setting. These are the guiding principles:
A.

The Sonoran Preserve is a public amenity.
1.

Where development occurs near the preserve, allow development on the lower slopes, preferably below

the ten percent slope line, to maintain the preserve as a visual amenity for all citizens and to maintain
connectivity between mountains within the same range.
2.

Maintain the sense of public ownership and access to public lands.

3.

Development can take advantage of the proximity of the Sonoran Preserve in both subdivision layout and

site design.
4.

Minimize damage in the desert by providing controlled access points including trails.
The Phoenix Zoning Ordinance is current through Ordinance G-6868, passed June 16, 2021.
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Limited commercial uses are encouraged near primary and secondary access points to the Sonoran

Preserve when the proposed use compliments and assists in the active or passive enjoyment of the preserve
lands.
B.

Manage stormwater via the natural wash system to the greatest extent possible.
1.

Preserve identified washes (guideline D.1.) As amenities and allow them to serve multi-use functions,

including drainage.
2.

Allow for the natural function of the floodplain where feasible, based on engineering parameters and

public safety.
3.

Construct bridges and culverts to minimize impacts to washes.

4.

The wash system can provide a place for trails within the setbacks above the wash banks. They become a

recreational and visual amenity.
C.

D.

The desert regenerates slowly. Preservation is more prudent than restoration.
1.

Minimize grading with site planning and construction techniques.

2.

Development is encouraged to preserve open space and native vegetation versus revegetation.

3.

Replace salvaged plants close to their original location where practical.

Use the wash corridor system for movement and duplicate its image and usefulness along other movement

corridors.
1.

Corridors should provide relief from the sun in this desert environment.

2.

Shaded streets should mimic the wash corridors for people who travel along roadways.

3.

Trail corridors that tie into roadway corridors should provide alternatives to automotive travel and

connections to alternative transportation.
4.

Consistent visual quality and a corridor network should help to create the sense of community, tie

individual developments and the Sonoran Preserve together.
E.

Use desert vegetation for landscaping for low water use, survivability and to maintain the existing sense of

place.
1.

Plants should be drought tolerant and trees should generally be low profile, typical of desert trees.

2.

Outside the washes, desert vegetation transitions gradually. Developments should transition where

different vegetation types are used.
3.

Minimize the impact of non-native and invasive plant species.

The Phoenix Zoning Ordinance is current through Ordinance G-6868, passed June 16, 2021.
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The prevalent views in the desert provide the feeling of open space which should be maintained as

development occurs.
1.

Addressing appropriate landscaping and signage along roadway corridors should help maintain view

corridors.
2.

Maintain key view corridors.

3.

Where buttes or hills rise from the flat surrounding desert, buildings can be stepped back to mimic the

buttes. The core area is the prime example, anchored by Bronco Butte.
4.

Protect significant view corridors from the buttes. Views should be purposefully planned and provided.

5.

Minimize the visual impact of development by choosing colors that blend with the desert, with smaller,

brighter accents.
6.

Development that blends will also have a visually "soft" edge. The "soft" edge is especially important

where development rises in elevation and is adjacent to the Sonoran Preserve because of high visibility at
these locations.
Design Guidelines
The general guidelines for design review found in Section 507 Tab A of the Zoning Ordinance shall apply in the
North Black Canyon Corridor. If the guidelines of the NBCC Overlay conflict with the guidelines of Section 507 Tab
A, the guidelines of this overlay district shall prevail.
The design guidelines described below indicate specific implementation guidelines and consist of requirements,
presumptions and considerations. Guidelines shall be administered in the manner specified in Section 507 of the
Zoning Ordinance. Each standard is followed by a (r), (p) or (c), which notes a requirement, presumption, or
consideration, respectively. If a requirement (r) or presumption (p) is in conflict with any underlying district
provision, the standard may be followed without obtaining a variance. Relief desired from a requirement (r) is
subject to a variance through the Zoning Administrator. Appeals to presumptions (p) are to be heard by the Design
Review Appeals Board and the Architectural Appeals Board for Single-Family Residential Product.
Sketches accompanying the design guidelines illustrate the intent of the guidelines and should be considered part
of the statements. Unless otherwise noted, subsections of each guideline (a, b, c, etc.) Shall have the same
category (requirement, presumption, or consideration) as the primary guideline.
I.

Applicability of the design guidelines.

The following provides a series of conditions, which describe when the design guidelines should apply to the
development review process and rezoning process. Each of the conditions relates to the Planning and
Development Department design review process. The design guidelines are to be administered through the
Planning and Development Department site plan/subdivision design review process Section 507 Tab A of the
Zoning Ordinance.

The Phoenix Zoning Ordinance is current through Ordinance G-6868, passed June 16, 2021.
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For all projects for which preliminary or Final Planning and Development Department site plan or

subdivision approval has been obtained prior to the effective date of this overlay district, design guidelines
shall not apply. However, if an action (i.e., appeal, modification of stipulations, site plan amendment) alters a
stipulated site plan, these guidelines should be applied in a manner consistent with the subject of the change.
B.

For all projects for which preliminary or final DSD site plan or subdivision approval has not been obtained

prior to the effective date of the overlay district, all overlay district design guidelines shall apply.
C.

Where approved guidelines exist which conflict with these guidelines, the most restrictive guidelines shall

apply.
D.

For PCDs whose master plans have been approved prior to the effective date of this overlay district,

master public or private open space edge treatment plans, as specified in section III.C.1.d. of this district, can
be processed as a minor plan amendment to the PCD master plans, and after approval of the edge plan by
the City, shall be applied to all site plans submitted within the PCD.
II.

Design guidelines common to all development areas (residential and commercial).
A.

Plan submittal. For all uses within the North Black Canyon Corridor (NBCC) Overlay District Area as

identified on Map A, a site plan or subdivision plat shall be required in accordance with Section 507 of the
Zoning Ordinance. The general development guidelines are identified in Section 507 Tab A. Additional
guidelines specific to the NBCC are included in this overlay district. In the event of a conflict in guidelines,
those guidelines listed below shall apply. The City of Phoenix site plan review process will ensure consistency
and continuity of design throughout the NBCC planning area.
1.

A site analysis shall be required with any rezoning application or, if developing under existing zoning,

with the submittal of a preliminary site plan/subdivision to the Planning and Development Department.
The site analysis is a tool to assist in determining areas to be preserved and areas to be developed.
Planning and Development Department staff shall review the applicant’s proposal and approve or make
modifications for approval with regard to proposed construction areas, areas to remain undisturbed,
road corridors, stormwater retention areas, and potential public/private utility areas. The base for the site
analysis shall include a current aerial photo at a scale to be determined by staff. This will vary dependent
upon the size of the proposed project. Specific areas within a large project may need to be provided at a
suitable scale if more detail is necessary. The following information shall be included on the site analysis,
as required by Planning and Development Department staff:
(a)

Land contours at a scale determined by staff;

(b)

A slope analysis identifying slopes of five percent and greater in increments of five percent

where it is evident that slopes exceeding five percent transition to hillside areas of slopes exceeding
ten percent.
(c)

At the time of rezoning, wash corridors and preliminary hydrologic information for the

contributing watershed (cfs flows, on-site and off-site, sheet flow direction).

The Phoenix Zoning Ordinance is current through Ordinance G-6868, passed June 16, 2021.
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Identify significant stands of vegetation and specimen plants and significant terrain, and

document by photographic mean.
(e)

Identify potential view corridors to public or private open space areas along wash or roadway

corridors, per Map C;
(f)

Identify potential development areas;

(g)

Identify potential subdivision layout for a site plan;

(h)

Identify potential street alignments;

(i)

At the time of site plan/subdivision review, identify the projected one hundred-year floodplain

and floodway boundary as required by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and one
hundred-year twenty-four-hour flow boundaries for washes not addressed by FEMA per ARS
Standard 2-96 or the Drainage Design Manual for Maricopa County-if the width is to be identified at
the time of rezoning, this information may be required;
(j)

Provide evidence of a record check through the Arizona State Museum for Archeological Sites,

confirm with the City Archeologist and identify if any;
(k)

Identify public trail and park locations using the City’s General Plan Trails Map available from the

PRLD or Planning and Development Department. (p)
Rationale: Rigorous analysis of a site prior to preparing the site plan or subdivision layout will allow
preservation of important site features, such as wash corridors, and significant stands of vegetation and
reduce hazards from potential flooding and other natural occurrences. Analysis must use an adequate
scale to allow review determination.
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Map A
B.

Structures.
1.

An architectural or alternative light standard to be approved by the City, shall be used. Cobra style

fixtures shall not be used. (r)
Rationale: The same light standards should be used throughout the overlay district.
2.

Except for government regulated signs, freeway frontage, or when approved in a comprehensive sign

plan, all permanent signs shall be monument style, limited to eight feet in height. If a comprehensive sign
plan is approved, the maximum height permitted to shall be the base height allowed (no additional
bonus) based on street volume. (r)
Rationale: A higher level of aesthetics will be achieved through use of monument and wall signage.
Comprehensive sign plans address the quality and consistency of appearance of all signage in a larger
area.
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Freeway frontage signs greater than sixteen feet in height should reflect a monument with similar

materials to other signs on-site or a visual equivalent that does not use a singular pole. (p)
Rationale: Along freeway frontage, crossover structures create a need for taller signage. Elsewhere,
signage adjacent to streets should be low profile to help keep views open.
4.

Temporary signs greater than six square feet in size shall not be allowed, except when approved as

part of a comprehensive sign plan. (r)
Rationale: Temporary signage may be in place for several years; size should be limited to reduce the visual
impact because the temporary signs are not subject to the other guidelines. However, a comprehensive
sign plan will address the quality and consistency of appearance of all signage in a larger area.
5.

Signs should utilize materials that reflect the desert character of the area. The use of native materials,

such as rock, stone, stone veneer or faux stone is encouraged. Design features, such as color or materials,
should be incorporated into the sign structure to complement the architecture on-site. Masonry signs
may be constructed as an extension of a wall. (p)
Rationale: A higher level of aesthetics will be achieved through use of native materials in signage and
coordinating with the architecture. Use of similar materials will provide a consistent design theme in the
overlay district.
6.

The stucco, block, cement or masonry portions of walls and monument style signs in or adjacent to

the right-of-way for Parkway "A" should be colored to blend with the desert environment. This does not
include the rock, stone or stone veneer portions of these structures. (p)
Rationale: Colors will help relate the structures to the desert environment. Use of coordinating colors will
provide a consistent design theme in the overlay district.

Signage
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Signage

Signage

Signage
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Signage

Signage

Signage
7.

Box gabions and concrete channels should not be allowed unless needed for public safety. Where

used, they should be designed to blend with the desert setting through color, texture, landscaping or
other means. (p)
Rationale: Box gabions and concrete channels have a hard appearance that will not blend with the desert.
Additionally, concrete channels can contribute to drainage problems where they interface with natural
washes.
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Concrete Channels
Concrete channels are not allowed.
8.

Riprap should not be used unless needed for public safety. Where used, it should be used with

restraint and be designed to blend with the desert setting through color, texture, landscaping and other
means. (p)
Rationale: Where engineered erosion control is necessary, a more natural looking drainage way will
preserve the scenic qualities of the undisturbed desert.

Rip Rap With No Vegetation

Rip Rap With No Vegetation
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Provide view fencing adjacent to open space areas, such as wash corridors or rock outcroppings,

except (a) where a roadway runs between the open space and the development; or (b) where an arterial
street is located less than one hundred feet from the perimeter wall; (c) where more than one side of the
back yard of a lot is adjacent to open space. In this case, one side must have view fencing and a minimum
ten-foot return of view fencing should be used adjacent to the side that is all view fencing. This will
typically be along the side yard. And; (d) where two rear yards are in close proximity, so that it infringes on
privacy. Then one wall should provide view fencing to the open space and the other may be solid. (p)
Rationale: Opening the improved and undisturbed areas up to visual access allows passive enjoyment of
these areas. It also provides visual monitoring in order to discourage undesirable and illegal activities
such as dumping.
10.

View fencing shall consist of a maximum six-foot high fencing, which may have a solid base of no

more than two feet above finished grade of the lot, with the upper four-foot portion open to allow
visibility, such as with a wrought iron fence. (r)
Rationale: Visual access to open space areas is not to be impeded by walls above two feet in height. The
benefits are twofold, with unimpeded visual access homeowners can enjoy the benefits of both improved
and undisturbed open space areas. Also, the open space areas become safer from undesirable activities
when the eyes of homeowners are on them.
11.

When adjacent to the landscape area residential subdivision and commercial perimeter walls and

other walls along arterial or collector streets should vary by a minimum of four feet every four hundred
lineal feet to visually reflect a meandering or staggered setback; or design features should be used to
break up the appearance of a long, straight wall. Such design features may include, but should not be
limited to, planters, pony walls, and dense landscaping adjacent to the wall to screen it. If design features
other than meandering or staggered setbacks are used, the developer should demonstrate how the
design visually breaks up long, straight wall appearance and the plan must be approved by the City. (p)
Rationale: Providing a variation in the appearance of a wall line through allowing the wall to meander or
be offset or through another design feature will prevent a monotonous solid wall line along streets.
12.

Stone detail of rock, stone veneer, stonework or faux stone shall be incorporated into the design of

perimeter walls. (r)
Rationale: By incorporating some rock into wall design, the wall makes a connection with the physical site,
echoing the geology of the site and will carry over design elements from the main roadways through the
NBCC, uniting design elements.
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Walls and Fences W/Rock/Stone Incorporated

Walls and Fences W/Rock/Stone Incorporated

Walls and Fences W/Rock/Stone Incorporated
13.

Building and wall colors should be muted and blend with rather than contrast strongly with the

surrounding desert environment. A color palette should be provided to the Planning and Development
Department Site Planner for review and approval. Reflective materials should not be used. Accent colors
may be appropriate, but should be used judiciously and with restraint. (p)
Rationale: The Sonoran Desert contains a full range of colors beyond just beige and tan, that are
appropriate for building and wall colors. The colors vary from site to site and generally contain muted
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shades of pinks, oranges, reds, blues, violets, and many other colors. Desert wildflowers provide vibrant
accent colors that could be echoed in architectural accent colors. Replicating colors indigenous to the site
will assist in fitting a commercial or residential development into the site. z

Retaining Wall Creates Visual Barrier
C.

Landscape.
1.

Palm trees and other plants specified on the prohibited plant species list (see Appendix B) shall not

be allowed in the North Black Canyon Corridor. The prohibited plant species list shall be provided to all
purchasers of property within the NBCC and shall be listed in the Property Owner’s Association C,C&RS.
These shall specifically note that trees that grow substantially taller than the native desert trees are not
appropriate within the NBCC because they will impair views. (r)
Rationale: Palm trees are not indigenous and are invasive; other non-native species also create problems
in the desert environment. Sonoran Desert plants would make an effective landscape statement or focal
point that would reflect the Arizona Desert Southwest much more effectively. Taller trees are not typical
of this desert and may impair the views that attract people to the NBCC.
2.

Salvaged plant and landscape material should be used on-site to the maximum extent that can be

achieved, including residential landscaping on individual lots. It must be demonstrated to the Planning
and Development Department that an excess of plant material exists or relocation within the
development is presumed. (p)
Rationale: Local plant and landscape material, such as boulders, removed from a site in order to develop
the site, needs to be replaced on the same site to preserve the character and increase the survival rate for
relocated plants.
3.

In areas designated as public or private permanent undisturbed open space, whereas a small portion

has been burned or previously damaged, the area will be revegetated. Revegetation shall be typical of
surrounding area washes, i.e., tree-lined washes will be revegetated with trees, slopes similar to nearby
slopes. The property owner’s association will be responsible for the management of private revegetated
areas. Where this occurs at the edge between public and private development, the public open space will
be revegetated at the same time as the private open space. (c)
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Rationale: Revegetation should restore the natural appearance of the site.

Revegetation Trimmed, Looks Unnatural

Revegetation Looks More Natural
4.

Native Sonoran Desert vegetation should not be pruned or removed from areas identified as

permanent undisturbed open space unless demonstrated to the City that a health, safety or welfare issue
exists. This includes removal of dead trees or cacti. (p)
Rationale: Sonoran Desert wildlife is dependent on the habitat created by the native vegetation as it
occurs in the natural environment. Dead trees, fallen saguaros and low growth on trees provide cover for
a variety of native wildlife.
5.

Within areas identified as permanent undisturbed open space, no grading or other disturbance shall

occur except grading for trails, roadways and utility easements. Restoration of the disturbed area is
mandatory and shall follow plans reviewed and approved by the City. (r)
Rationale: Disturbance should be kept to the minimum necessary to allow development in areas
designated as undisturbed open space.
6.

Transitional slopes to hillside areas (five percent to ten percent slope) should be graded to minimize

cut and fill. (p)
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Rationale: Following the contours of the land by stepping the building pads and lots, or through the use of
stem walls and/or stair-stepping is visually less intrusive and minimizes disturbance. Large retaining walls
are imposing and severe, whereas a series of stepped grading pads will blend and produce a softer edge
where development interfaces with the desert.

Cut and Fill

Cut and Fill

Cut and Fill
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Cut and Fill

Cut and Fill
7.

The edge of private, common turfed open space areas shall be no closer than twenty-five feet from

undisturbed open space, and no closer than fifty feet from desert wash banks. In all turf areas, the use of
common Bermuda grass shall be prohibited in favor of hybrid Bermuda varieties. (r)
Rationale: Care must be taken to prevent the unwanted spread of turf into desert areas, especially the
wash system. Common Bermuda spreads more easily than sterile hybrid varieties.
D.

Wash Corridors, Open Space and Retention Basins (Undisturbed and Improved).
1.

All washes identified on Map B shall be preserved in an undisturbed condition. (r)

Rationale: Washes that are part of the Sonoran Preserve or provide connectivity for wildlife corridors are
identified. Portions of these washes were designated for preservation through approved zoning cases,
plus the upstream and downstream portions of the washes are identified on this map.
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Map B
Washes/Bridges
2.

The area of a wash to be maintained undisturbed, for washes identified on Map B that have a one

hundred-year peak flow over five hundred cfs shall be based on the following formula: the setback as
measured from the floodway on each side of the wash shall average 1.0(Q100)0.5, with a minimum
setback of seventy-five percent of 1.0(Q100)0.5.
Note: This standard shall be reviewed within one year of the initial ordinance adoption to address open
space the impacts of wildlife corridors.
It is the intent of these criteria to enhance requirements by other flood control agencies, not to replace. (r)
Rationale: Washes do not function on individual parcels, but contribute to a larger fluvial and wildlife
system, which requires interconnection in order to provide consistency of vegetation and diversity of
wildlife. Altering natural drainage patterns can have significant impacts upstream and downstream.
3.

The area of a wash identified on Map B to remain undisturbed, for washes that have a flow of less

than five hundred cfs, should allow sufficient setback to allow for wildlife passage outside of the incised
wash. (p)
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Rationale: Smaller washes in certain locations may also need to function as wildlife corridors, providing
connectivity between different areas of the Sonoran Preserve.
4.

No major structural changes or improvements shall be allowed in the washes identified on Map B to

remain undisturbed, and vegetation shall be left in place except as follows:
(a)

To prevent erosion from channelization or combination of smaller washes (r);

(b)

To allow wash crossings of roadways, trails and utility easements. Trails and utilities may cross

washes, but in no way shall they be placed in the wash bed running parallel to the wash. Public utility
easements shall be revegetated when construction is completed (r);
(c)

To prevent wash migration, where the structures are placed behind the required wash setback

(p);
(d)

To allow discharge from adjacent retention or drainage facilities, as approved by the City. (r)

Rationale: If a wash is identified for preservation, disturbance should be kept to the minimum necessary.
5.

Roadways shall be bridged or trail underpasses provided over wash and trail corridors as identified

on Map B, subject to engineering. Bridges shall, at a minimum, reach from bank to bank. Other bridge
crossings may be identified through the rezoning process. A grade separated crossing to accommodate
equestrian trail users (or as approved by the City) shall be required at the identified bridged crossing. (r)
Rationale: Trails should not cross over streets that carry high volumes of traffic as it endangers trail users.
Skunk Creek and Sonoran Wash are major washes that have also been identified as significant drainage
and wildlife corridors. Substantial clearance is required to accommodate equestrian users.
6.

Where a public or private multi-use trail easement is located in a wash corridor, it shall should be

placed above the bank or the wash and not within the floodway, except where it crosses the wash. If the
trail passes under a bridge, it must be located at least three feet above the sandy bottom of the wash or
as approved by the City. (p)
Rationale: Wash corridors with public trails or private trails with public access easements should shall
provide a safe crossing under bridges in minor flood events, such as a two-year flood event, the trail
should be placed above the wash bottom.
7.

Access improvements to sites using private streets with bridges, culverts or dip sections to cross

washes, shall include means for sediment and debris removal, and meet City trail guidelines. A
management plan for debris and sediment removal for the homeowner’s or property owner’s association
shall be included in a development’s covenants, conditions and restrictions (CC&Rs) and approved by the
City. The CC&Rs shall include a statement defining the responsibility of the property owner’s association
for this maintenance. (r)
Rationale: Stormwaters carry sediment and debris that can build up behind dry wash crossings or block
the path of wet wash crossings. Property owners’ in an association need to maintain private wash
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crossings. Purchasers of property that include privately held facilities should be notified of the future
maintenance responsibility and expense.
8.

Dry wash crossings should be designed to run bank to bank to allow passage of wildlife in the wash

with a minimum of five feet horizontal by five feet vertical clearance under a culvert or bridge where the
wash is a minimum of five feet deep and five feet wide. (p)
Rationale: Wildlife will not move under closely confined culverts or bridge crossings. However, there may
also be opportunity or a need for dry crossings over smaller washes.
9.

When a bridge crosses a public trail, bridge widths of fifty feet on collector, major arterial and arterial

streets shall be lit underneath for the safety of trail users, as approved by the City. (r)
Rationale: Lighting will enhance safety in this case.
10.

The construction area for a roadway or utility crossings shall be clearly marked with fencing to

minimize impact on existing vegetation during construction. The entity responsible for the improvement
shall provide documentation of how wash banks will be stabilized and restored to a natural appearance
where it must be disturbed for infrastructure, as approved by the City. (r)
Rationale: Defining and containing the allowed grading area prevents overlap into areas designated for
preservation. Where disturbance must occur, the impact should be minimized.
11.

Where culverts are constructed, minimize the concrete while providing the opening required by

hydrolics and to blend with the adjacent desert via materials and landscaping after construction. (p)
Rationale: Culverts can be visually obtrusive. Design can minimize visual the impact by minimizing the
concrete structure and blending materials and colors.

Culverts
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Culverts

Culverts
12.

Constructed access points to public open space, the Sonoran Preserve, public parks and related

facilities shall be identified by, coordinated with, and approved by the City. Construction of unauthorized
access points shall not be allowed. (r)
Rationale: The Parks, Recreation and Library Department has specific needs and criteria for access points
to open space areas that they manage, and staff has identified general locations for park related facilities
for City residents.
13.

When public trails and connecting private trails and wildlife corridors are provided they shall be

identified on plans submitted to the City. Both on-site and off-site connections shall be shown on the
same plans. (r)
Rationale: The Parks, Recreation and Library Department has planned for a network of public trails to
interconnect to insure continuity of the trail system and avoid conflicts.
14.

Maintain significant views of the Sonoran Preserve Mountains, Skunk Creek and the Sonoran Wash

from trail and roadway corridors and other points of higher elevation, as identified on Map C. (p)
Rationale: Views of open space areas must be provided and preserved. The visual effect of open space is
an important amenity a principal factor leading individuals to locating their businesses and/or homes in
Sonoran Desert areas.
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Map C
15.

Retention basins in all development should be designed to blend with the natural desert area for

example, with curvilinear edges. (p)
Rationale: The intention is not to increase the size of retention basins, but to soften edges and blend the
landscaping with the natural desert. This does not preclude the use of turf in basins that also serve as
common recreation areas, nor does it require a slope of less than four to one (4 to 1) ratio. Rather,
surface variation instead of straight edges and flat surface, natural materials and native vegetation should
be incorporated into the design.
E.

Streetscape. North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), Lone Mountain and Dove Valley Roads are planned as

major arterial streets, requiring a minimum one hundred forty feet of right-of-way for six lanes (Dove Valley
Road will narrow to four lanes), with bicycle lanes and a sidewalk set back from the curb. Public trails are
designated on the east side of North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), and along Lone Mountain and Dove Valley
Roads.
1.

North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), Lone Mountain and Dove Valley Roads will be bridged as they

Cross Skunk Creek through the Sonoran Preserve. Allowing unimpeded views of the creek both north and
south will showcase an important feature in the NBCC. Development at both ends of the bridge should
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shall allow the views to open up by providing the deeper portion of the required average set back at the
preserve edge along the North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), and arterial roadways. (p)
Rationale: The view opening on to Skunk Creek Wash will allow a smooth transition between the built
environment and the natural environment in the Sonoran Preserve.

Skunk Creek Wash
2.

Landscaping within and adjacent to the right-of-way along North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), Lone

Mountain and Dove Valley Roads shall include, at a minimum, at least two of the combination of Palo
Verde, Palo Brea, Ironwood and Mesquite species of trees. While the combination of trees may vary
among developments, the combination of these species shall provide a consistent image along the
roadways. Trees shall vary in maturity, but at least seventy-five percent but shall be a minimum of twoinch caliper in size or a multi-trunked equivalent. If a shortage of these four species of trees is
documented, the City may approve the use of other trees from the approved plant species list (Appendix
A). (r)
Rationale: The specified combination of trees will provide a shaded movement corridor with a low profile
growth pattern to preserve the Sonoran Desert image. Overall consistency of image is maintained by
specifying trees while some variation is allowed.
3.

Landscaping within the right-of-way along North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), Lone Mountain Road

and Dove Valley Road shall include trees spaced to reach canopy to canopy at maturity placed so as to
provide a minimum of fifty percent shaded coverage of the sidewalks. (r)
Rationale: Shaded corridors provide relief from the sun, which is important for pedestrians. Requiring the
maturity and size will encourage use of salvaged material.
4.

Landscaping should be blended among adjacent developments to provide a continuous appearance

and to avoid a distinct or abrupt change. (p)
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Rationale: North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), is the primary north/south corridor and should serve to
establish a sense of identity and continuity. Lone Mountain and Dove Valley Roads will serve as the
primary east/west corridors.
5.

The landscape setback along North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), as required by the appropriate

zoning category (except within the core), should at a minimum meet the average required depth, but
should vary in depth by minimum of four feet to create a meandering or staggered setback. Walls within
or adjacent to the landscape area should vary by minimum of four feet every four hundred lineal feet to
visually reflect the meandering or staggered area, or design features should be used to break up the
appearance of a long straight wall. Such design features may include, but should not be limited to,
planters, pony walls, and dense landscaping adjacent to the wall to screen it. If design features other than
meandering or staggered setbacks are used, the developer should demonstrate how the design visually
breaks up the long straight wall appearance and the plan must be approve by the City. (p)

variations in setbacks
Rationale: Long straight lines seldom occur in the environment. A meandering or staggered setback will
have a more natural appearance. Other means may be used to alter the appearance of straight lines.
6.

The landscape setback along North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), Lone Mountain Road and Dove Valley

Road, within the core area shall be an average of twenty feet (or as required by the zoning if a greater
setback required) shall not be less than fifteen feet from the right-of-way at any given point, regardless of
zoning category. (r)
Rationale: North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), runs the length of the NBCC and will be a major
transportation corridor within the area. A consistent image along the parkway will provide a sense of
identity and integrate development with the desert setting in the NBCC. The minimum setback will
maintain the desert parkway image in relation to the higher intensity of development in the core area.
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No more than fifty percent of the required landscape setback adjacent to North Valley Parkway

(Parkway A), can be used for retention. Provision should be made to allow for a trail above the retention,
where planned. (p)
Rationale: Landscape setbacks are intended to provide a transition to development and visual relief from
hardscape. While it may provide limited retention, that is not the reason for or function of these setbacks.
When used for a large amount of retention the setback takes the appearance of a ditch (barrier) to a site.
8.

Entryways to a site or subdivision should include increased setbacks and the deeper portion of the

required setback along North Valley Parkway (Parkway A). Parkway "A" should be located at the entry into
a site, with enhanced landscaping to create a focal point. Enhanced landscaping means it should be
greater in the number and/or size of plants, and may include a particularly large or unique specimen. The
use of additional trees that include the four street trees (Palo Verde, Ironwood, Palo Brea and Mesquite),
is strongly encouraged. (p)
Rationale: Concentrated landscaping draws the eye in a desert environment. Located in the deeper
portions of the setback, it will create focal points along North Valley Parkway (Parkway A).
9.

Parking lots located adjacent to North Valley Parkway (Parkway A), shall be screened along the

roadway by a wall incorporating stone, stone veneer, faux stone or rock, or by an earth berm rising a
minimum of three feet above the grade of the parking lot. (r)
Rationale: Expanses of parking lots are visibly unattractive and increase the perception of heat islands in
the desert setting.
10.

A public multi-use trail is identified and is to be provided along the east side of North Valley Parkway

(Parkway A) and along Lone Mountain and Dove Valley Roads, in addition to the required sidewalk, with
the exact alignment to be approved by the City. (r)
Rationale: The City’s General Plan calls for a network of multi-use trails throughout the City. Additional
trails may be added in the future through an amendment process to provide further connections.
11.

Consider the location and relationship of public and private trails and transit stops in site design. (c)

Rationale: Providing transit access at trail intersections with streets will enhance access to the trail
network and encourage the use of alternative transportation.
12.

Enhanced landscaping, especially the provision of extra trees for shade, is encourage at transit

stops. (p)
Rationale: Extra shade will provide relief from the sun for those waiting for transportation.
13.

The stucco, block, cement or masonry portions of walls in or adjacent to the right-of way for North

Valley Parkway (Parkway A), should be colored to blend with the desert environment. (p)
Rationale: The walls and masonry will blend with the desert environment if appropriately colored.
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Residential.
A.

General.
1.

On residential subdivisions contiguous to parks and open space areas managed by the Parks,

Recreation and Library Department (PRLD), such as the Sonoran Preserve, neighborhood access to those
areas for residents in the immediate neighborhood should be provided in cooperation and coordination
with the PRLD. (p)
Rationale: Residents in neighborhoods contiguous to open space areas managed by the PRLD would
benefit from and have greater appreciation of those open spaces when they have some access to them.
2.

Within an individual development, view corridors for residents may be preserved though the spacing

of development of large lot single-family residential, attached single-family development, or multi-family
development, or by the placement of single loaded roadways, culs-de-sac and open space areas such as
trails and retention basins. The careful placement of single and two-story housing can also increase the
opportunity for views. The site analysis should assist in locating view corridors within developments. (c)
Rationale: Views of the desert preserve will reinforce the community’s relationship to the desert
environment and serve as amenities for local developments.
B.

Multi-Family.
1.

In multi-family development no parking shall be located contiguous to public or private preserve

open space. Except, parking may be allowed if it is shared parking, subject to a joint use agreement
developed with the Parks, Recreation and Library Department. Development shall be designed so that
some residential units shall face on to the preserve open space. (r)
Rationale: Development contiguous to public or private preserve areas will be able to take advantage of
the view afforded by open space, as well as provide informal monitoring of activity in the area.
2.

In multi-family development adjacent to public or private preserve open space, a minimum of fifty

percent of the required improved open space shall be located contiguous to the preserve edge. The edge
of the improved open space contiguous to the preserve edge shall be equal to or greater than the depth.
(r)
Rationale: Providing the improved open space for development adjacent to preserve open space will allow
access for all residents within the development and encourage activity adjacent to or within the preserve
areas.
3.

Where a multi-family development is located adjacent to public or private preserve edge, a physical

access point should be provided. (p)
Rationale: Should be able to easily access the preserve area for recreation and enjoyment. This does not
preclude a secured access point, such as a keyed and gated entry.
C.

Single-Family.
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Single-family residential development adjacent to public or private preserve open space shall include

the following design elements (r):
(a)

Adequate public or private access for neighborhood use shall be provided to the Sonoran

Preserve (may be via private open space) at a rate equal to approximately one access per quarter
mile of linear public or private preserve open space edge. Site conditions may impact the exact
location of the access point. The width of the access shall be a minimum of forty percent of the length
from the street to the public or private preserve open space;
(b)

Public access for community or regional level use (via a collector or arterial street, or a public

trail) to a City of Phoenix developed and maintained trailhead or activity center within the Sonoran
Preserve shall be provided per plans as adopted by the City, at approximately one access per mile of
linear public or private open space edge;
(c)

Along the public or private preserve open space edge one or more of the following design

treatments shall be used. A minimum of sixty percent of the edge treatment shall consist of 1), 2), 3),
or 4) below. The remainder of the edge may consist of any of the following design treatments
provided that under 1) and 5) below, the length of the edge shall not exceed one thousand feet
without utilizing one of the alternative treatments;
(1)

A cul-de-sac design which provides an improved trail on private open space connecting to

the Sonoran Preserve. An open space connection between the cul-de-sac and adjoining public or
private open space edge shall be provided. The minimum width of the open space connection
shall be defined by a line running along the public or private preserve open space edge
connecting the rays of a one hundred forty degree angle measured from the center of the cul-desac.

cul-de-sac
(2)

A public or private street along the public or private preserve open space edge;
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Private improved or undisturbed open space (less than five hundred [feet] in width) where

the minimum depth is one hundred feet or where the open space is located between the public
or private preserved open space and an adjacent street;
(4)

An equivalent creative alternative as approved by the City that reflects diversity, together

with visual and physical access.
(5)

Lots that back up to the public or private preserve open space edge with setbacks provided

when necessary to accommodate drainage and maintenance access as approved by the City.
(d)

A master public or private open space edge treatment plan may be submitted in conjunction

with a Planned Community District (PCD) that shall permit the required percentage of edge treatment
provided in c. above to be applied based on the overall master development, rather than by
individual parcel. The master plan shall allow the incorporation of facilities and open space common
to the community at large (such as parks, schools, recreational facilities and retention areas) as long
as the overall required percentage of edge treatment is reasonably dispersed throughout the PCD as
approved by the City.
Rationale: Development adjacent to the Sonoran Preserve should provide a diversity of edge
treatment, including physical and visual access to the public and private preserve areas. Diversity of
land uses and densities that take advantage of the preserve as an amenity should be promoted.
Creative alternatives, when offered, should demonstrate how they maximize visual and physical
access and, conversely, how they prevent blocked views and access into the preserve. Trail
connectivity to the preserve system is a key feature to be considered. When applicable, creative
alternatives should address the relationship between facilities, the natural environment and uses
within the preserve. The intent is to enhance the open space experience and provide public access.
2.

A single loaded street or cul-de-sac opening adjacent to public or private preserve open space should

be designed to (p):
(a)

Follow existing contours to the greatest extent possible to minimize cut and fill;

(b)

Cut and fill slopes (or retaining walls) should not exceed a maximum of three feet in height

adjacent to the open space area;
(c)

Minimize the number of wash crossings;

(d)

Avoid significant stands of vegetation and natural rock outcroppings to the greatest extent

possible;
(e)

Blend cut and fill slopes with the natural desert through such means as chemical color staining,

revegetation and the use of natural rock materials.
Rationale: The intent of the roadways is to open up views of the open space. It defeats the purpose if
construction damages the natural features or creates excessive scarring.
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Lots with two or more sides abutting undisturbed open space shall be designed with obtuse angles (>

ninety degrees) rather than ninety degree or acute angles (< ninety degrees) to avoid sharp corners or
sudden narrowing of connecting open space. (r)
Rationale: The angles will produce a gradual narrowing from the adjacent open space leading into the
corridors. This will better blend development with the environment and minimize sudden constrictions.
4.

A minimum of thirty percent of the cumulative frontage of wash corridors identified on Map B or as

otherwise preserved in an undisturbed or naturalized state shall be designed to ensure that the edge
treatment remains open and unfenced. An open edge treatment shall be considered as follows: (r)
(a)

A single loaded street adjacent to the open space;

(b)

A cul-de-sac opening a minimum fifty feet in width adjacent to the open space;

(c)

Connecting open space areas such as wash or trail corridors, generally running perpendicular to

the open space;
(d)

Open space between building envelopes (on individual lots) that is a minimum forty feet in

width;
(e)

Other adjacent open space areas that are:
(1)

Equal to or greater than the width of the adjacent designated open space, or

(2)

A minimum one hundred feet in width, or

(3)

Located between the open space and an adjacent street, whichever is less.

Rationale: Single loaded streets and culs-de-sac are effective at providing both visual and physical access
to open space, including access for emergency vehicles or maintenance. With no other structure to block
views, they also allow for visual monitoring of activities and thus, discourage unwanted activities such as
dumping.
5.

Residential subdivision layout shall should be sensitive to the topography and geologic features of the

site and be designed accordingly. If significant stands of vegetation or topographic features, such as
washes or rock outcroppings, are present on the site they should be preserved in the site design. (p)
Rationale: Too often subdivision design has adopted the practice of designing the lot layout first, then
looking at the site to determine the amount of grading necessary. To achieve a higher aesthetic level of
design, the site opportunities and constraints need to be evaluated first before street and lot layout.
Design of the site then will take into consideration the opportunities and constraints, incorporating
natural features and significant landscaping at every opportunity.
6.

Street patterns and lot design shall allow direct access to washes or open space areas for

maintenance of annual and non-native vegetation to prevent fire hazards and allow Fire Department
access in case of fire. Design methods may include a combination of single loaded streets and/or open
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spaces between lots. Access might logically be provided at the edge between development and preserved
open space. Points of access should be a maximum of six hundred feet apart with openings a minimum
of forty feet wide to allow for fire breaks and access. Openings are to incorporate existing vegetation or
be landscaped and shall maintain an access way twelve feet wide for Fire Department equipment. To
clarify, this does not imply that blading of a wash is allowed. Rather, native vegetation is to be preserved
in place, but non-native vegetation may be carefully removed. (r)
Rationale: In the past, development has backed closely to wash corridors and not provided adequate
access for management or fire control of exotic plant material overgrowth. Providing breaks when
backing to a wash will allow adequate access for both management and fire control.
7.

Along undisturbed open space, where a building envelope is not used, no more than fifty percent of

the homes shall have a building height greater than one-story or twenty-four feet measured to top of the
parapet or the top of the ridge on sloping roofs. Where building envelopes are used, there is no
restriction on the number of homes greater than one story, except as noted below. Regardless of lot
grading, no more than two homes above one story or twenty-four feet may be adjacent to one another. A
chimney may be constructed to a maximum of three feet above the highest point of the structure. (r)
Rationale: For view preservation and to blend into the desert environment, buildings must maintain a low
single-story profile to be in character with adjacent Sonoran Desert vegetation which generally reaches a
mature height of approximately twenty-two to twenty-five feet. By maintaining a lower building height the
sense of open space will be enhanced.

single story homes
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single story homes
8.

All lot grading adjacent to areas to be preserved must be protected by a chain link fence or equivalent

approved by the City with one access point provided that is located where the drive or driveway will be
located. All parties involved in construction shall be made aware of the fence and the reason for it.
Construction fence is to remain intact until completion of construction. (r)
Rationale: In order to preserve fragile undisturbed desert vegetation and habitat it is necessary to restrict
activity outside of the building envelope.
D.

Low Density Residential (Eighteen Thousand Plus Square Foot Lots) where three or more lots greater than

or equal to eighteen thousand square feet are adjacent to public or private preserve edge.
1.

All improvements, including driveways, except utilities, shall be located within a building envelope,

occupying no more than fifty percent of the lot up to a maximum of twenty thousand square feet area of
the lot area, whichever is less. (r)
Rationale: By establishing a building envelope, a portion of each lot is preserved and the character of the
area is established, which creates value for all the residents.
2.

The building envelope may require greater setbacks than the minimum guidelines stated below due

to significant vegetation or topographical features on the site to be maintained in an undisturbed
condition, such as rock outcroppings, significant stands of vegetation, and/or specimen trees or saguaros.
Location of the building envelope on the site should be determined through review of the required site
analysis and landscape inventory by the Planning and Development Department Landscape Architect. The
minimum setbacks defined in this ordinance are not grounds for any increases in the size of the building
envelope. The potential building envelope or gradeable area must be identified on all plan submittals for
the Planning and Development Department Plan Reviewers. Lots to be developed with building envelopes
are to be designated as desert lots (DL) on the site plan and final subdivision plat. Area outside of the
building envelope is to remain permanent undisturbed open space and to be designated as such on all
plans submitted to the City of Phoenix. (p)
Rationale: The native Sonoran Desert is the major component forming the identity of much of the North
Black Canyon Corridor (NBCC) and therefore is to be maintained in an undisturbed condition when
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advantageous to do so. Much of the NBCC area is comprised of pristine Sonoran Desert which,
considered an amenity, will add much to the aesthetics of estate lot development in the area.
3.

The site analysis, as approved by the City staff, should be used to determine appropriate setbacks

from any property line for the building envelope that should remain undisturbed natural desert, except
for allowance of a driveway from the front setback, or a single shared driveway from the side setback. The
site analysis identifies significant features to be preserved by setbacks to protect such features.
Alternatively, varying side setbacks between lots can result in greater undisturbed tracts and open views
between units. (p)
Rationale: To protect significant Sonoran Desert features as identified in the site analysis, single-family
residential development using the building envelope need to provide a substantial native landscape
setback so that the residential development blends into the surrounding desert.
4.

Private driveways to individual lots may be composed of stabilized decomposed granite indigenous to

the area or matching in color. Materials used are to meet approved dustproofing guidelines. If used, an
edging, of a compatible color, is to be provided to keep the decomposed granite contained in the
driveway. (c)
Rationale: A stabilized granite drive would blend into the context of the Sonoran Desert.
5.

Local streets shall be designed to meet rural street guidelines as developed by the Street

Transportation Department and approved by City Council. (r)
Rationale: Upon development of rural street guidelines, they would be applied to any new rural type
single-family development. Cross reference subdivision ordinance.
6.

Rural lighting guidelines shall apply as defined by the streetlighting policy adopted by the City Council.

(r)
Rationale: One of the aesthetics sought by people or living the Sonoran Desert is the darker night sky.
7.

Individual lot grading plans shall be submitted for review and approval by the Planning and

Development Department for lots eighteen thousand square feet and larger. Vegetation and
topographical features, such as specimen plants, washes and rock outcroppings, are to be identified on
the plans. (r)
Rationale: Individual grading plans showing topographical features will assist the builder and Planning and
Development Department Plan Reviewers in identifying key natural features on a site.
8.

On single-family lots developed with a building envelope, perimeter walls or fences around the

development site or individual property lines should not be allowed. Walls or fences may be located
around the edge of the building envelope but shall should not be required. The appropriate location for
walls or fences should be determined by the required site analysis. Walls and fences should be designed
to blend into the desert environment by addressing the color and alignment of the structure. They should
not be constructed in a straight line greater than twenty-five feet unless architectural relief, varied setback
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or a decorative element is introduced to break up the appearance of the straight line. They may be
prohibited, or view fencing may be required in some places, depending on topography and proximity to
public open space. (p)
Rationale: Constructing fences or walls on individual lot lines for properties developed with building
envelopes defeats one of the goals of opening up the space between homes. Keeping fences only around
the building envelope (within the envelope) allows wildlife to move about more freely, preserve views and
promotes social interaction. Straight lines rarely occur in nature, so addressing the alignment as well as
the color of walls and fences will help blend development into the desert setting.
9.

Shared access drives for two or more lots or parcels should be encouraged whenever possible. A

maintenance agreement among property owners or stated in homeowner associations or CC&Rs is
strongly recommended where shared driveways are constructed. (c)
Rationale: This will allow more area to remain as permanent undisturbed open space.
10.

The private area located within the building envelope, which would typically be the rear yard or a

courtyard, shall not contain plants from the prohibited plant species list (Appendix B). The prohibited
plant species list shall be provided to the home owners associations (HOAs) and purchasers of property
within the NBCC, and shall be listed in the CC&Rs of the HOAs. Palm trees shall not be allowed. An
exception to this is the use of turf in the rear yard. (r)
Rationale: Large lot single-family development using building envelope design needs to be compatible
with the surrounding Sonoran Desert and not introduce exotic and invasive plant material.
IV.

Commercial.
A.

NBCC Core.
1.

The NBCC will be the subject of a future more detailed core plan, which will detail more specific

design criteria including building height, orientation and reflectivity, among other design issues.
B.

Non-Core Commercial. The non-core will be the subject of a future section of the design guidelines,

which will detail more specific design criteria including building reflectivity, how commercial use addresses
open space, and landscaping among other design issues.
Definitions
Building envelope: The area defined on a lot in which all improvements must be made, including alterations to
existing landscaping. These include but are not limited to house, accessory buildings, pool, patios, driveways,
visitor parking, fencing, or walls. The building envelope defines the maximum allowable construction/
improvement area on the lot. The building envelope must be identified on all design review submittals.
Naturalized wash: Where a single wash is modified by humans to accept a decrease or increase in flows and/or
multiple washes are eliminated with their flows directed along fewer washes modified by humans. The modified
washes are designed with irregular banks, typically in a curvilinear fashion which simulates washes as they occur
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in a natural undisturbed condition. The modified washes are revegetated to closely match the context area with
regards to plant species, range of plant maturity and other conditions occurring in the context area.
Natural grade: The elevation through any section of a site on an undisturbed lot at the time of adoption of this
ordinance by City Council. On lots that have been disturbed previously, the natural grade is the pre-existing grade
if it can be determined; otherwise it shall be determined by an average of off-site elevations at points taken
around the boundary of the site.
Permanent undisturbed open space: Areas containing naturally occurring Sonoran Desert vegetation and
topographical features, including washes, that have not been altered except to allow decomposed granite trails
(private or public) in accordance with ADA guidelines and utility easements as necessary.
Potential development areas: In relation to a site analysis, these are areas on a site where prior disturbance
exists or little native vegetation exists that would lend itself to being more easily developed than an area with
significant vegetation and/or topographical features.
Private buffer: An area located adjacent to a public or private preserve open space edge that is used as an
undisturbed or enhanced landscape setback. The buffer may be platted as common open space for the
development or as individual lots. The area shall contain no improvements or be used for any purpose other than
a landscaped setback.
Public or private preserve open space: Land designated as City of Phoenix Sonoran Preserve or public or private
undisturbed open space which has at least one common boundary with the City of Phoenix Sonoran Preserve of a
minimum five hundred continuous feet.
Public or private preserve open space edge: A line that separates developed areas from undisturbed areas
along public or private preserve open space.
Q: The Q for washes over five hundred cfs shall be defined as the peak discharge associated with the one
hundred-year flood event (Q100). It may be estimated using simplified methodologies such as ADWR state
standard #2 (Section 2-96), USGS regression equations, or other similar approximate methods as approved by the
City.
Significant vegetation: Stand of Sonoran Desert vegetation that is thirty percent more concentrated than the
general aspect of the immediate context area and difficult to salvage due to slope, rocky soil conditions or
exposed roots due to an adjacent wash. Generally located adjacent to a wash or other source of water and
projects the character of the site best when protected in place.
Specimen vegetation: A specimen tree has a eight-inch or greater caliper width trunk or multi-trunk and is in
good health. A specimen saguaro has a height over twenty feet or with multiple arms or other unusual
configuration that precludes salvage, yet is in good health. Other protected species or mature desert vegetation,
such as a mature Ocotillo, may be a specimen plant.
Undisturbed natural desert: Naturally occurring Sonoran Desert vegetation and topographical features,
including washes, are not altered except to allow decomposed granite natural trails or as necessary for utility
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easements. Vegetation is not pruned or removed and allows natural habitat for native animal species. Dead trees
or cacti also form an integral part of the wildlife habitat.
Appendix A: Approved Plant Species List
There are disturbed areas that may require restoration and/or revegetation and/or areas where it may be
necessary to enhance the existing native vegetation. In order to maintain the vegetative integrity of these areas, it
is essential that the plant materials used in these areas be native to the Sonoran Desert.
The following list of native plants represents plants that are typically found in the desert of North Phoenix.
Examples of areas where this plant list should be used include wash corridors and other natural open space areas,
rights-of-way for major streets, e.g., Parkway "A", Lone Mountain Road, Dove Valley Road and scenic corridors.
Note: It is believed that this list is a comprehensive listing of all Sonoran Desert plants that are native to the area.
For that reason, it is anticipated that this list will not change.
Trees:
Cercidium Floridum

Blue Palo Verde

Cercidium Microphyllum

Foothill Palo Verde

Chilopsis Linearis

Desert Willow

Olneya Tesota

Ironwood

Prosopis Velutina

Mesquite

Shrubs:
Acacia Greggii

Cat Claw Acacia

Ambrosia Ambrosoides

Canyon Ragweed

Ambrosia Deltoidea

Triangle Leaf Bur Sage

Asclepias Subulata

Desert Milkweed

Atriplex Canescens

Fourwing Saltbush

Baccharis Sarothroides

Desert Broom (Male Cultivars)

Calliandra Eriophylla

Fairy Duster

Canotia Holacantha

Crucifixion Thorn

Celtis Pallida

Desert Hackberry

Encelia Farinosa

Brittlebush
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Ephedra Aspera
Ephedra Trifurca

Mormon Tea

Ericameria Laricifolia

Turpentine Bush

Eriogonum Fasciculatum

Flattop Buckwheat

Fouquieria Splendens

Ocotillo

Hyptis Emoryi

Desert Lavender

Justicia Californica

Chuparosa

Krameria Grayi

White Ratany

Larrea Tridentata

Cresosote Bush

Lycium Berlandieri

Wolfberry

Lycium Fermontii

Tomatillo

Psilotrophe Cooperii

Paper Flower

Simmondsia Chinensis

Jojoba

Viguieria Deltoidea

Golden Eye

Zizyphus Obtusifolia Var. Canescens

Greythorn

Cacti and Succulents:
Carnegiea Gigantea

Saguaro

Echinocereus Fasciculatus

Hedgehog Cactus

Ferocactus Acanthodes

Compass Barrel

Ferocactus Wislizenii

Fishhook Barrel

Mammillaria Microcarpa

Fishhook Pincushion

Opuntia Acanthocarpa

Buckhorn Cholla

Opuntia Bigelovii

Teddy Bear Cholla

Opuntia Engelmannii

Engelmann’s Prickly Pear

Opuntia Fulgida

Chain Fruit Cholla
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Desert Christmas Cholla

Annual Wildflowers:
Argemone Pleiacantha

Prickly Poppy

Eschscholzia Mexicana

Mexican Gold Poppy

Kallstroemia Grandiflora

Arizona Poppy

Lupinus Arizonicus

Arizona Lupine

Lupinus Sparsiflorus

Desert Lupine

Orthocarpus Purpuracens

Owl’s Clover

Pectis Papposa

Chinch Weed

Plantago Insularis

Indian Wheat

Salvia Columbariae

Chia

Perennial Wildflowers:
Argemone Platyceras

Prickly Poppy

Baileya Multiradiata

Desert Marigold

Dichelostemma Pulchellum

Bluedicks

Dyssodia Pentachaeta

Dyssodia

Erigeron Divergens

Spreading Fleabane

Penstemon Parryii

Parry’s Penstemon

Senna Covesii (Cassia)

Desert Senna

Grasses:
Aristida Purpurea

Purple Three-Awn

Hilaria Rigida

Big Galeta

Trichachne Californica

Cotton-Top

There are public areas where it may not be as critical that plant materials used are native to the
Sonoran Desert but it is important that plant materials represent plants that are generally native to
the southwest deserts or have the appearance of being native to those deserts. The following plant
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list is an expansion of the above list and includes Sonoran Desert natives as well as non-natives that
are representative of southwest deserts. This plant list is to be used for public areas.
Trees—In addition to those identified above.
Acacia Berlandieri

Guajillo Acacia

Acacia Farnesiana

Sweet Acacia

Acacia Occidentalis

Sonoran Catclaw Acacia

Acacia Schaffneri

Twisted Acacia

Acacia Stenophyllia

Shoestring Acacia

Acacia Willardiana

Palo Blanco

Bauhinia Congesta

Anacacho Orchid Tree

Caesalpinia Cacalaco

Cascalote

Cercidium Hybrid

Desert Museum Paloverde

Cercidium Praecox

Palo Brea

Leucaena Retusa

Golden Ball Lead Tree

Lysiloma Microphylla Var. Thornberi

Desert Fern

Pithecellobium Flexicaule

Texas Ebony

Pithecellobium Mexicanum

Palo Chino/Mexican Ebony

Pithecellobium Pallens

Tenaza

Prosopis Glandulosa

Honey Mesquite

Prosopis Pubescens

Screwbean Mesquite

Prosopis Torreyana

Texas Mesquite

Sophora Secundiflora

Mescal Bean

Ungnadia Speciosa

Mexican-Buckeye

Shrubs—In addition to those identified above:
Acacia constricta

White Thorn Acacia

Aloysia Gratissima

Bee Bush
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Aloysia Lyciodes

Bee Bush

Aloysia Macrostachya

Sweet-Stem

Anisacanthus Andersonii

Anderson’s Honeysuckle

Anisacanthus Quadrifidus

Flame Honeysuckle

Aniscanthus Thurberi

Desert Honeysuckle

Artemesia Ludoviciana

White Sage

Atriplex Hymenelytra

Desert Holly

Atriplex Nummularia

Old Man Saltbush

Berberis Haematocarpa

Red Barberry

Buddleia Marrubifolia

Wooly Butterfly Bush

Caesalpinia Gilliesii

Desert Bird of Paradise

Calliandra Californica

Baja Red Fairy Duster

Calliandra Peninsularis

Baja Red Fairy Duster

Canotia Holacantha

Crucifixion Thorn

Cassia Biflora

Twin Flower Cassia

Cassia Wislizenii

Shrubby Cassia

Cordia Boissieri

Anacahuita

Cordia Parvifolia

Little Leaf Cordia

Dalea Bicolor Var. Argyraea

Silver Dalea

Dalea Frutescens

Black Dalea

Dalea Pulchra

Indigo Bush

Dalea Versicolor Var. Sessilis

Wislizenus Dalea

Dodonaea Viscosa

Hopbush

Erythrina Flabeliiformis

Southwest Coralbean

Euphorbia Antisyphilitica

Candelilla
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Gutierrezia Microcephala

Snakeweed

Justicia Candicans

Red Justicia

Justicia Sonorae

Palm Canyon Justicia

Justicia Spicigera

Mexcan Honeysuckle

Krameria Parvifolia

Ratany

Leucophyllum Candidum

Silver Sage

Leucophyllum Frutescens

Texas Sage

Leucophyllum Laevigatum

Chihuahuan Sage

Leucophylumm Langmaniae

Sierra Madre Sage

Leucophyllum Pruinosum

Fragrant Sage

Leucophyllum Revolutum
Leucophyllum Zygophyllum

Blue Ranger

Lotus Rigidus

Desert Rock Pea

Mimosa Biuncifera

Wait-a-Minute Bush

Mimosa Dysocarpa

Velvet Pod Mimosa

Rhus Microphylla

Desert Sumac

Rhus Ovata

Sugarbush

Rhus Trilobata

Skunkbush

Ruellia Brittoniana

Britton’s Ruellia

Ruellia Californica

Ruellia

Ruellia Peninsularis

Ruellia

Salvia Chamaedryoides

Blue Sage

Salvia Clevelandii

Chapparal Sage

Salvia Greggii

Autumn Sage

Salvia Leucophylla

Mexican Bush Sage
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Salvia Dorrii

Desert Sage

Tecoma Stans

Yellowbells

Trixis Californica

Trixis

Ungradia Speciosa

Mexican Buckeye

Vauquelinia Corymbosa

Narrow-Leaf Rosewood

Vauquelinia Californica

Arizona Rosewood

Groundcovers:
Atriplex Semibaccata

Saltbush

Baccharis Cv. "Centennial"

Centennial Baccharis

Dalea Greggii

Indigo Bush

Oenothera Berlandieri

Mexican Evening Primrose

Oenothera Caespitosa

Trailing Evening Primrose

Oenothera Stubbei

Saltillo Primrose

Verbena Bipinnatifida

Verbena

Verbena Goodingii

Gooding’s Verbena

Verbena Tenera

Moss Verbena

Cacti and succulents—In addition to those identified above. This is a sample list of cacti and
succulents that may be appropriate for the area. Other may be appropriate based on similarity of
height, context, texture, and color as well as suitability to the natural environment.
Agave Spp.—Sample listing:
Agave Colorata

Mescal Ceniza

Agave Parryi

Parry’s Agave

Agave Victorae-Reginae

Royal Agave

Agave Vilmoriniana

Octopus Agave

Agave Murpheyi

Murphy’s Agave

Aloe Spp.—Sample listing:
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Aloe Barbadensis

Medicinal Aloe

Aloe Ferox

Tree Aloe

Aloe Saponaria

Tiger Aloe

Aloe Marlothii

Tree Aloe

Aloe Striata

Coral Aloe

Cactaceae—Sample listing:
Echinocactus Grusonii

Golden Barrel

Lophocereus Schottii

Senita

Opuntia Basilaris

Beavertail Prickly Pear

Opuntia Violacea

Purple Prickly Pear

Pachycereus Marginatus

Mexican Organ Pipe

Stenocereus Thurberi

Arizona Organ Pipe

Dasylirion Acrotriche

Green Desert Spoon

Dasylirion Wheeleri

Sotol, Desert Spoon

Hesperaloe Funifera
Hesperaloe Parviflora

Red Hesperaloe

Nolina Mataepensis

Tree Bear Grass

Nolina Microcarpa

Bear Grass

Yucca Brevifolia

Joshua Tree

Yucca Rigida

Blue Yucca

Yucca Rostrata

Beaked Yucca

Annual wildflowers—In addition to those identified above:
Gaillardia Pulchella

Firewheel

Layia Platyglossa

Tidy Tips

Lesquerella Gordonii

Yellow Blanket
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California Blue Bell

Perennial wildflowers—In addition to those identified above:
Allionia Incarnata

Trailing Windmills

Delphinium Amabile

Larkspur

Melampodium Leucanthum

Blackfoot Daisy

Penstemon Baccharifolius

Rock Penstemon

Penstemon Barbatus

Scarlet Penstemon

Penstemom Eatonii

Firecracker Penstemon

Penstemon Palmeri

Palmer’s Penstemon

Penstemon Spectablils

Royal Penstemon

Penstemon Superbus

Superb Penstem

Ratibida Columnaris

Mexican Hat, Coneflower

Sphaeralcea Ambigua

Globe-Mallow

Tagetes Lemonnii

Mount Lemmon Marigold

Zinnia Acerosa

Desert Zinnia

Zinnia Grandiflora

Rocky Mountain Zinnia

Grasses—In addition to those identified in above:
Muhlenbergia Dumosa

Giant Muhly

Muhlenbergia Porteri

Bush Muhly

Muhlenbergia Rigens

Deer Grass

Vines:
Antigonon Leptopus

Coral Vine

Callaeum Macroptera

Yellow Orchid Vine

Clematis Drummondi

Virgin’s Bower

Maurandya Antirrhiniflora

Snapdragon Vine
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Yuca

Sonoran Image Plant List—General Landscape Areas:
There are areas where it may not be as critical that plant materials used are native to the Sonoran
Desert or representative of the American Southwest Deserts, but it is important that the "Sonoran
Image" be maintained. The following plant list is a broader representation of drought tolerant plants
and includes non-natives that are considered appropriate for the area. This plant list is to be used
primarily for residential development in private yards.
Note: Although this list is considered comprehensive, it is not exhaustive. In addition, it is anticipated
that new plant materials may be added to the list as plants are introduced in the future. Interested
persons are encouraged to suggest and/or propose plant materials to add to this list. Those will
reviewed by City staff and if determined appropriate, included in this list.
Trees—In addition to those identified above, for use in private yards only:
Acacia aneura

Mulga

Acacia Craspedocarpa

Leather Leaf Acacia

Acacia Saligna

Blue Leaf Wattle

Acacia Salicina

Willow Leaf Acacia

Caesalpinia Cacalaco

Cascalote

Eucalyptus Formannii

Formann’s Eucalyptus

Eucalyptus Spathulata

Narrow-Leaf Gimlet

Eucalyptus Torquata

Coral Gum

Geoffroea Decorticans

Chilean Palo Verde

Pittosporum Phillyraeoides

Willow Pittosporum

Prosopis Alba

Argentine Mesquite

Prosopis Chilensis

Chilean Mesquite

Shrubs—In addition to those identified above, for use in private yards only:
Caesalpinia Mexicana

Mexican Bird of Paradise

Caesalpinia Pulcherrima

Red Bird of Paradise

Cassia Artemisioides

Feathery Cassia
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Cassia Nemophila

Desert Cassia

Cassia Phyllodinea

Silver-Leaf Cassia

Eremophila Glabra

Emu Bush

Euphorbia Rigida
Salvia Leucantha

Mexican Bush Sage

Ground covers—In addition to those identified above, for use in private yards only:
Cephaloophyllum Cv. "red spike"

Red Spike Ice Plant

Dorsanthemum Speciosum

Ice Plant

Gazania Rigens

Trailing Gazania

Verbena Peruviana

Peruvian Verbena

Verbena Rigida

Sandpaper Verbena

Cacti—In addition to those identified above, for use in private yards only:
Agave Americana

Century Plant

Cereus Hildmannianus

Hildmann’s Cereus

Lophocereus Schottii

Senita

Trichocereus Candicans

Argentine Trichocereus

Yucca Aloifolia

Spanish Bayonet

Yucca Baccata

Banana Yucca

Yucca Elata

Soaptree Yucca

Annual wildflowers—Same as identified above.
Perennial wildflowers—Same as identified above.
Grasses—Same as identified in above.
Vines—In addition to those identified above, for use in private yards only:
Podranea Ricasoliana

Pink Trumpet Vine

Bouganvillea
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Appendix B: Prohibited/Invasive Plant Species
Brachychiton Populneus

Bottletree

Cenchrus Ciliaris or Pennisetum Ciliare

Buffel Grass

Cynodon Dactylon

Common Bermuda Grass

Eragrostis Lehmanniana

Lehmann’s Lovegrass

Eucalyptus Sp.

Eucalyptus

Gutierrezia Sarothrae

Snakeweed

Hordeum Jubatum

Foxtail Barley

Washington Sp.

Fan Palm

Pennisetum Sp.

Fountain Grass

Oleander Sp.

Oleanders—Except for petite varieties

Thevtic Peruviana

Yellow Oleander

Olea Sp.

Olive Trees

Parkinsonia Aculeata

Jersualem Thorn/Mexican Palo Verde

Pinus Sp.

Pines

Prosopis Chilensis

Chilean Mesquite—In parking areas

Rhus Lancea

African Sumac

(Ord. No. G-4381, 2001)
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The Phoenix Zoning Ordinance is current through Ordinance G-6868, passed June 16, 2021.
Disclaimer: The City Clerk’s Office has the official version of the Phoenix Zoning Ordinance. Users should contact
the City Clerk’s Office for ordinances passed subsequent to the ordinance cited above.
Note: This site does not support Internet Explorer. To view this site, Code Publishing Company recommends using
one of the following browsers: Google Chrome, Firefox, or Safari.
City Website: www.phoenix.gov
Code Publishing Company
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ENGINEERING
2045 SOUTH VINEYARD, SUITE 101
MESA, ARIZONA 85210
TEL 480.768.8600

www.sunrise-eng.com

EXHIBIT "A"
DOVE VALLEY ROAD

LINE TABLE
BEARING

LENGTH

NORTH VALLEY PARKWAY

NO.

ABBREVIATION & LINE TYPE LEGEND

SURVEY MONUMENT LEGEND

SUBJECT
PARCEL

14

SONORAN DESERT DRIVE
VICINITY MAP

NORTH VALLEY PARKWAY

DOVE VALLEY ROAD

AREA SUMMARY
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